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ABSTRACT 

Computer sys tems are reach i ng 1 eve ls of effecti veness that fall short 

of their maximum potential. These shortcomings are due to a mis-match 

between man and computer and will remai n unti 1 computer sys terns are 

designed ~/ith man acknowledged as the most important element in the 

This thesis repor.ts the findings of the first stage in a series of 

experiments designed to develo~ suitable tasks for, and techniques for 

measuring, man-computer-interaction. Once defined and validated these 

tasks can be used to study the effects of the computer's influence on 

user behaviour during interactive problem solving tasks. A simple 

resource allocation task is described as fulfilling the 3 main criteria 

of measurability, controlability and realism. 'The tasks are presented 

by a ~omputer which also records the subjects performance data. Analysis 

of this data shows that, whilst there are large individual differences 

between subjects, the measurements are sensitive to small changes in human , 

behaviour. The value of the task as a means of evaluating real world 

hard~/are and software is discussed, along with its use as a tool for 

further i nves ti gati on into man-computer prob lem sol vi ng. 
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1.1 Introduction 

A study of the literature reveals an enormous gap between the'highly 

sophisticated incredibly fast, stupid, computers of today, and our 

knOlvledge of the way humans solve problems using the computers as tools. 

In an attempt to explain why this terrific lag has developed we must look 

back to the begi nni ngs of automati c computers, back to, the days of 

Charles Ilabbage and hi s "di fference engi ne" around 1822. Babbage anti cipated 

the fo 11 owi ng characteristics of digital computer: 

l. Punch card inputs 

2. Arithmeti c units or cen tra 1 processors 

3. A memory 

4. Some form of automatic print-out 

'Cs. Concepts of computer prOgramming) 

6. Sequenti al progr.am control 

7. Automatic computer feed-back 

8. 20 place accuracy 

The development of digital computers then hit a lull during which desk 

calculators developed, and in 1890 Hollerith invented electrical techniques 

to read punch cards, resulting in the first electrical tabulati,ng machines. 

The lull in the development of digital computer systems was mainly 

caused by the prob lem Babbage and others had of inadequate pOl'ler supp 1 i es 

to drive long trains of gears. In 1892 Hush first used the electronic 

vacuum tube to provi de amp 1 i ftcati on of the ,torque requi reci to move these , 

gears ?nd pulleys. The next advance in digital computer development was 

L'iorld War II' when, as is usual under the spur of war, science and 

technology acC'~:erated at an unprecedented rate. Development of the 

vacuum tube sal'/ the progressive displacement of mechanical parts by 
.. ' .,... 

electro-mecnani cal and electronic components. The" application of radar 
, . I " . c' '" •. ' ." , .' , , ", I. .1, I r I.; ... 

...... , • ,,;i I" 
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feed-back in anti-aircraft control devices was an early and successful 

example of a computerized fire control system, widely used in ~Jorld War 11. 

A number of other computer controlled devi ces were in general use during 

this period but these computers were most often analogue devices. 

Ana 1 ogue computers are defi ci ent for vari ous types of scientifi c or 

engineering problems; they cannot handle large numbers of variables, their 

accuracy is limited to 1 or 2 decimal places. They tend to be specific 

purpose machines with restricted applications, and they do not lend 

themselves to logical operations, program storage or self-checking with 

fast input and output. It was not possible ,to put Babbage's ideas of , 

advanced digital computers into practice until the required electronic 

,engineering technology became available. 

The first digital computer was operational in 19,46 called ENIAC. It was 

designed by Eckert and J4aunchley in America, SACKMAN (1967). This was an 

enormous machi ne wei ghi ng 30 tons, us i ng 150 kw of power and \'.'i th 

approxi ma te ly 20,000 va lves. The fi rs t di gita 1 computers used wi red 

programs and a big step forward in computer development was that of the 

stored program. From there computer operating speeds have progressed from 
I 

the mil,liseconds speeds of the ,early computers to microseconds in the 50's 

, to the present nanosecond speeds. Hi gh speed random access memory 

capability has been enlarged from 150 registers in 1946 to 10's of 

thousands in the 1950's and lOO's of thousands in the 1960's. The 1970's 

are beginning to see millions of words of high speed storage and billions 

of words of auxilliary storage in the largest systems. 

Programming systems have also advanced along with the advances in hardware 

technology. From the wiring techniques used at the end of World War II 
I 

through machine language codes to the relatively machine-independent 

languages such as FORTRAN etc, right up to the problem oriented 
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languages tending towards natural langu~ges that are being developed 

at thi s ti me. The wi de ly he 1 d concept of an ideal natura 1 ergonomi c 

language has proved remarkably difficult to attain. Many problems such 

as linguistics, semantics and formal grammar have not yet been solved. 

It is here then that the human factors of computer software and inter

faces must start. We have been left well behind by the rapid growth 

of computer technology. With the cost of computer time coming down and 

human time going up it is essential that man and computer interact more 

effi ci ently than ever before. 

In 3 recent revi ews of the area of man-computer interacti on LICKLIDER 

(1965a), MILLS (1967) and DAVIS (1966) various views of this interaction 

~have qeen taken but no cohesive underlying structure is apparent. For 

convenience the following review has been divided into 5 sections -

Hardware, Language,. Sys tems software, Communi cati on and Interacti on 

across the interface. , This is adequate for a'simple description of 

the "state of the art", but w~at is needed is a set of systematic 

relatjonships between the underlying dimensions contributing to the area 

of man-computer interaction. This taxonomy could possibly be on the same 

lines as that proposed by SHACKEL (1969), but it must recognise that 

taxonomies have a purpose other than allowing a structured description 

of the problem area. They must provide a set of relationships allowing 

the cl,assification of research findings; to allow a coherent data 

base of the knowledge, gathered to date,to be presented .. This is a 
j , 

comp lex prob lem as the aspects that contri bute to man-computer i nteracti on , 

are many and it is difficult to describe multi-dimensional space. , 

1.2 Hardware interface 

Perhaps the first 'thing any user sees on beginning to use the computer 

8. 
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system is the actual physical hardware of the system. I would suggest 

that there are 2 main aspects relating to hardware, the i.nput 

hardl'lare and the output hardl'lare. The lowest complexity of input 

hardl'lare that can be used in conjunction wi th the computer are simple 

toggle sl'Jitches allowing the setting of absolute addresses within core 
, 

memory and also a 11 owi ng the setti ng of specifi c ins tructi ons such as 

JUMP, STORE and CLEAR. Input hardware extends from these switches 

through keyboards of varying complexity and graphical input devices right 

up to possibly the most complex input of users speech. 

The second aspect to the hardware interface is the output hardware. 

The rilinimum possible hardware necessary to make the computer system 

function is a set of lamps indicating the state of the various bits of 

memo\y regi s ters withi n the bmputer. Output hardware extends from these 

1 amps through typewri ter and pri rit output and vi sua 1 di sp 1 ay devi ces to 

perhaps again the most complex output of computer generated speech. 

Thes'e aspects of tile hardware interface are probably the most easi 1y 

defi ned and unders tood, consequerit1y they have been the most researched 

as pect of man-computer i nteracti on, from the human factors vi el'l poi nt. 

One .of the basic problems for the naive users in interacting with the 

highly sophisticated computers available today are the problems of getting 

information into and out of the computer in a manner that they can easily , 
understand. On examining. the data transmission methods of man we find 

he has 2 useful means of outputting data and information and 2 useful 

means of inputting to the computer from his own central processing unit. 

He can vocalize his instructions as an output, this is probably the 

fastest means of communicating between man and man but as ~et ~~mput~~s 

are unable to understand human speech, in anyt~ing but a highly 

9. .' . 
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t si nip 1 i fi ed manner. The second means of conveyi ng information is through 

a man's hands. which are capable of pushing keys. guiding pens etc. 

This is a much slo\~er way of communicating with the machine or even 

other people. It has the advantage that it can be re-read at a later 

date; i't has the disadvantage that skills unfamiliar to allmen may be 

necessary. eg typing. card punching or keying. This may necessitate 

employing a third party. trained in certain motor skills. 

As far as input to man is concerned the primari ly medium is undoubtedly 

vi sua 1.' 14an' s dynami c, vi sua 1 capabil i ty is far in excess of any 

mechanical dynamic vi~ual device yet invented. By reading he can gain 

enormous quantities of information relatively easy. The other means 

of inputting to man is by his ears. Computers have already been 

programmed to produce speech but it will be a long time before this is 

genera)ly available. When regarding the computer it would rather have 

information fed into it in serial or parallel binary form and would 

prefer:to output information in serial or parallel binary form. Man has 

a very limited capability to understand serial binary code. as 

illustrated by the difficulty in learning morse and similar audio codes. 

There ,is also a vast difference in the rate of information output by the 

computer in seri a 1/ para 11 e 1 form and the rate in whi ch it can be under-

stood" even by experienced morse code operators. The ratio for this 

,means .of information transmission may be as high as 1,000,000 to 1 in 

,favou~ of the computer. Obviqusly then this means of information 
'.: 

transm.ission is not suitable to either party in a man-computer inter~ 

action. 
..' .. , . 

.... 
1.3 Language 

The 3 terms - pragmati cs, semanti cs and, ~yntax have been app 1 ied,. 
•• ; .,., -., \.. • ' ~ I. _ 

, ".; ' . .' '[ I. I:. " "'~' ... . ;t 
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almost indiscriminately in attempts to define computer language. In 
~ 

his original book "Foundation of the Theory of Signs" MORRIS (1938) 

defi~es the 3 terms as follows: 

pragmatics - the study of the relation of signs to interpreters. 

semantics - the study of the relation of signs to the objects 

to which the signs are applicable. 

syntax - the study of the formal relation of signs to one anotrer. 

Generally it appears that within the framework of computer languages 

syntax describes the punctuation, grammar and allowable combinations of 
: 

ch a ra,cters , semanti cs are the operati ons performed by the vari ous 

synbo,ls and pragmatics are t~e relationship between the language and its , , 
translator and its user. 

To diStinguish syntax and semantics we need to separate form and meaning. 

This is a particular problem when considering 'information processing . . 

because of its mathematical notation. Nowhere else have form and meaning , 

been interfaced so intensively. As a matter of fact formalization is 

nothing more than packing as much meaning as possible into defined forms. 

To a tertai n degree thi s is dpne a 1 ready in natural 1 anguage, the p 1 ura 1 
) 

is·a syntactical form connected to ,a clearly established meaning. In 
11 ) , 

our constructed languages we do the same thing in a much more elaborate 

fashi onj the syntacti c elements of cons tructed 1 anguages are an i mportan t 

part of meaning. Pragmatica1~y this is very important because the human 

being.when reading, has a kind of meaning assignment mechanism running, . " . 

which will produce many errors if the artifica11y defined meaning is 
I I 

different from the usual natural one ZEMANEK (1966). 

Si nce ,programmi ng 1 anguages are a communi cati on 1i nk between man and 
'. 
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machine we have 2 kinds of users of computer languages. an artificial· 

one and a warm blooded one. a mechani ca lone and an i 11 ogi ca 1, one. 

The first one is fully algorithmic and carries out what the text means 

to i t \~hi le the second is heuri s ti c and has noti ons. opi ni ons and 

makes interpretations. This·gives rise to 2 kinds of pragmatics. human 

and mechanical. The human factors engineer must concern himself w,ith 

both types and not just the human side as both may directly affect the 

user. 

Having described in general what any computer language consists of let 

us consider the more usual defi~ition of computer languages and concentrate 

on high-level languages. 

1.3,1 , High level programming languages 
~ 

SAMMET (1969) defines a high level programming language as a set of 

charac,ters with rules for combining them and certain prescribed 

characteris ti cs. Bri ef1y these characteri sti cs are: 

1, That machine code is unnecessary for adequate use of the 

language. It is important hO\~ever that the highly sophisticated 

user should be able to use the machine language if he requires. 

in order to make his program more efficient or more general 

or take advantage of peculiar machine characteristics, or 

even. if necessarY'lto manipulate the system to suit his own 

ne",ds. 

2. The language mu~t be machine independent/having a potential 

for COr1'!\!i'S i on to other computers. 

3, The 1 anguage must have a· capabil ity for i nstructi on 

exp 1 os i on. The 1 anguage used wi 11 exp lode any program 

instruction into a simple machine code instruction. keeping . 
. . ' . ~., . .. ., ... , . -. .'.. ,. .. 
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1.3.2 

the original language relatively brief. 

4. The language must have a notation that is closer to 

the specific problem being solved than normal machine code 

would be. 

Advantages and disadvantages of high level languages 

The biggest advantage claimed for a high level language is that is is 

1,Iuch easier to learn t~an assembly languages. The second advantage 

of a high level language is that more attention can be paid by the user 

to the logic of the program,rather than to the idioscyncracisof the physical 

machine hardware which may be significant when dealing with assembly 

langugges. Idiosyncracies such as ones's or two's complement arithmetic 

and conventions about positive and negative zer9s can be awkward to use. 

Another advantage of high level languages is that they should be able 

to be learnt in small sub-sets, which is a very difficult thing to do 

with an assembly language. Because the notation of a high level 

language is more problem oriented,the actual program is generally easier 

to construct and understand ,than an assembly language program. A 

program written in a high level language is generally easier to de-bug than 

an assembly language program, firstly because there tends to be less 

code written and secondly because more attenti on can be pai d to the 1 ogi c 

of the program and 1 ess to worryi ng about the detai ls of the assemb 1 ed 

code., A program written in a high level language is also much easier 

to maintain and document than an assembly language program. A high 

level, language program would also be easier to adapt for use on a 

different computer and in fact there is less chance of it needing 

adapt!on. Perhaps the greatest single advantage of a high level 

1 anguage is that it normally reduces the ti me from the i ncepti on of a 

problem to its solution. 

13. 



These advantages do not hovlever always exist. Assembly language may 

be a more economic \~ay of solving a problem. The biggest disadvantage 

of high level language is that it requires additional compilation time 

I'lhich requires much more time than a straight assembly process. 

Another disadvantage of high level language is that the compilers always 

prodyce more object code for the same program than would be produced by 

an average programmer with an adequate assembly language. The program 

wri tten in a high level language must be compi led many times which makes 

for a si gnifi cant cos t increase if the program is run many ti mes. I f the 

user does not know the machine code Of the compiler or is unable to get 

object listings or core maps •. and if the compiler does not provide 

adequate de-bugging diagnostics,a high level program may be more 

diffi cult to de-bug than an assemb 1y 1 anguage program. 

A further disadvantage of a high 1eve11anguage is its inability to express 
f 

all ~he operations that may pe needed by a user. 

Before discussing various types of languages and their structures it must 

be pOinted out that although there are many types of language application 

there is one basic parameter that can influence any language. This 

is the interactive configuration of the entire computer system that the 

language is implemented on. The degree of interaction often gives rise 

to 3 sub-sets of the same language. Those designed for on-line systems. , 

thos~ designed for off-line systems and those designed for one type and , -, '. 

m·odified fo·r use on the other; type. Those features of language that 
l I . 

are dependent on the system are discussed in the relative sections 

later· I . 

In the discussion on languages following I will not consider the system 
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aspects of language especially but consider language in general. 

1. 3.3 Classification of programming languages 

There are various types of high level language and these can be broken 

down into the following sub-headings: 

1. Procedure Oriented Languages 

In this type of language the user specifies a set of executable 

instructions, which are ,performed in a sequence, specified by the 

user. FORTRAN is an example of procedure oriented language. 

2. Non-procedural Languages 

:There is some confus i on as to the defi ntti on of non-procedura 1. 

It appears that the idea behind this class of language is that the 

user specifies the problem with executable operations, but that the 

user does not define the sequence in which these operations must 

be performed, this being done by a machine. 

3. Prob 1 em Or; en'ted Languages 

A problem oriented language is best defined as a language in I1hi ch it 

is easier to write progr,ams to solve problems than an assembly 

language would be. 

4. Application Oriented Languages 

These languages are used for one single application such as machine, 

tool or process control. 

5. Problem Defining Languages 
• .. 

These are languages in I:Ihich the prctllem may be specifically 

defined as regards input/output but does not define the method of 

trans formati on. 

6. Problem Describing Language 
'" J \ .:, .,_,. " , '. , 

This is possibly the most ergonomic, in concept, of all the previous 

types of languages described. To use a problem describing language 

...... '. 
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\t will only be necessary to make one statement such as "calculate 

pay roll for J B10ggs and Son Limited", which cites the problem in 

the mos t genera 1 way and wh i ch gi ves no ins tructi ons as to the 

method of solution leaving the computer to request data and solve 

the problem. 

To complete the description of language SAMMET (1969) has suggested 

·4 purposes to which languages could be put and which must be specified 
, . 

before a language can be adequately described. 

First and most important is the particular application area for which 

the 1 anguage was des i gned. It mus t be determi ned whether it is to 

handle numerical, scientific or graphical disp1ays,or business data 

processing,or engineering design etc. The second purpose is to specify 

the type of 1anguage,where in this context·the following things are 

meant: 

, . 

First,into which of the previously described classifications does the 

language fall? 

Secopd1Y,what is the form of the language relative to succinct and/or 

form?l notations versus naturalness? 

Thir~ly,is the language meant for direct input to the computer or as a 

pub 1 i cati on or reference 1 anguage ~ and 

FinallY,what type of user is the language intended to assist? 

1.3.4 The structure of programming languages 

BENN~TT(1969) and RAPHAEL (1966) have investigated the structure of 

prograllllling languages and propose the language base can be simplified 

and the "Tower of Babe1" problem removed .. Any language can be said to , .... -

16. 



be made up of 5 basic elements. 

1. The characters One of the first steps in describing a computer 

language is the definition of the usable character set.BENNETT 

proposes that each character should be assigned to a class by the 

person defining the language for the purpose of word delimitation. 

It must be possible however for the programmer to re-define easily 

any character that he wishes to use in his programme. 

2. Words Words are composed of characters but are complete entities 

in themselves, each having its meaning exactly defined. A 

special class of word is ~alled act.ion' operators. A word of this 

type causes an immediate ,action to be performed when it appears in 
[ 

a message string. All the verbs in high level languages -are 

'action operators as are most ,pseudo-operators of assembly languages. 

3. Word Groups The grouping of words for various purposes is a process 

akin to quotation. It must be possible to group words within 

quotation marks, or open or closed parenthesis. This method permits 

unlimited recursive n~sting of statement forms. In the more 

restricted environment where recursive nesting is not requi~ed. 

alternative rules can be established which do not involve 

"parenthesis or other sU,ch quotati on marks. 

4. 'Lists These play a vital role in most computer languages and 

'provide a natural and ppwerful method for describing the properties 

of language themselves. Lists are used in specifying the 

parameters of a given action operator, specifying the variables to 

be printed and giving the formal names of arguments when defining 

sub-routines etc. 

5. Statement Forms There are 2 mai n types of statement forms; these 

are the infix and prefix forms. In the prefix forms the action word 

of the statements precedes the parameters that makes that action 

i 17. 



1.3.5 

specific. This form covers almost all statement types except the 

ass i gnment s taternents of ALGOL and FORTRAN, where the statement 

appears as an algebraic equation. The equal sign or assignwent 

symbol occurs between lists in which position it is called an 
, 

infix form. For completeness it should also ·be noted that there 

is a suffix form which parameters appear first and the action operator 

last. BENNETT has suggested that if a language base is designed 

along these lines it would allow a unifying concept to be 

introduced so that it would not be necessary to have many different 

languages but only one which a programmer could modify and redefine at 

his convenience.· 

Factors influencing the choice of language 

In 2 papers by CHAPIN (1965) and SCHWARTZ (1965) the problems of choosing 

a language were investigated. They suggest that there are 8 criteria 

by which to judge suitability of a language for any given application. _ 

1. Personnel competence eg a person ski lled in FORTRAN p~ogr~~ming 

can often produce a workable program in FORTRAN regardless of the 
,.. . ' '. '-'-

nature of the problem or other factors. . , 

2. The nature of the problem When a problem can be expressed in._ ..... '~ .'~. -.. .. .. '- ... '. ,'. "'-' .. ...: 
mathematical notation an algebraic language such as ALGOL or 

FORTRAN is usually required. If the job requires only minimal 

amount of computati on and 1 arge amounts., o~ d~ta arrangement COBOl 

or a symbolic manipulation language is usually chosen. 

3. Ease of use and learning The high level. languages are 
, 

consistently easier to use than assembler languages. less convenient 

are Report Program Generators, tabular decision languages and 

symbolic languages, because of the greater restrictions on the use 

mnemoni cs for i dentifyi ng the operati ons to be done, or for the 

data to be operated on. For convience in learning, the high level 

I 18. 
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languages are preferred because less knowledge of the detailed 

working of the computer is required. 

4. Speed of operation of the program Speed is worth money in most 

installations, especially when programmes are to be run repeatedly. 

High level languages have been criticised for wasting machine time. 

However it has yet to be proved that an average· programmer using an 

assembly language wi 11 do any better in operation speed than_ .a!! __ _ 

average programmer using one of the new high level languages, but 

the high level programmer should produce his program faster. 

5. Speed of compilation and speed of programming Here again speed 

is worth money. Speed is the most important in installations with 

considerable volumes of new or revision programs. When programs are . 

. to be run repeatedly, c~mpilation time can become an excessive burden. 

For simple programs that have a life of only a few weeks a high level 

language can be used to produce an answer much quicker than an 

assembly language program, and the addit'ion of compilation time is 

i nsi gnifi cant. 

6. Economy of storage Econo~ of storage can be gained at the cost 

of-slower speed operation. The sought after balance is a combination 

of econo~ of storage and speed of operation. Control of this balance 

is most easily achieved in assembly level languages but only at the 

cost of considerable programming time. 

7. The availability of Macro Commands These macro commands can make 

all the difference to a language and turn an indifferent language 

into an acceptable one. For example square root, logarithmic and 

i nput/ output macro commands are features of some symbolic 1 anguages. 

The high level languages typically use macro commands extensively 

even to a point of being founded on them. 

8. De-bugging aids This is possibly. the most important aspect of 
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1.3.6 

languages. The machine and symbolic languages do not often 'contain 

any sort of de-buggingaids. The high level languages usually 

supply extensive de-bugging facilities to the programmer to trap 

possible violations in the use of the language. 

The use of English as a programming language 

Periodically we hear arguments that we should use natural language. 

ie English. as a progran~ing language. The reasons given for these 

propos a ls are us ua lly. the hi gh generality of natural 1 anguage on the one 

hand and the easy availability on the other. Either reason is a mis

understanding of the purpose~ of computer languages. There are 4 reasons 

for the formalization of computer languages: 

l. Security of Operation is assured. 

2. Tacit pre-assumptions are excluded. 

3. Notions are clarified. 

4. Resolving structures can be app 1 i ed to many other problems. 

There are also 4 other reasons for the application of artificial 

languages: 

1. Abstract notions are usually different from common ones. 

2. The syntax of natural language is not exact. 

3. Ambiguous words are eliminated. 

4. Expressions become shorter. 

It may be true that our ultimate meta-language must be English. but even 

if ,this is true it wi 11 be no reason to propose Engl ish as a, prcigrammi ~g 

language. or even as a first meta language. We do not want the full 
~ . .,,' .' 'J. 

gen~rality of natural lang~age,as we wish our written programs to remain 

in the area that our science has al,:,:~dY,worked: 
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SM1MET (1966) when discussing this problem unfortunately included 

mathematical notation and other scientific notations under the heading 

of natural language. However this is not usually accepted within the 

definition of natural language and will not be accepted here. An average 

English sentence has about 75% redundancy.. whereas mathematical or 

scientific notation has almost no redundancy. Nevertheless for certain 

applications such as question and answer systems and for quizzing data 

bases with a limited sub-set of natural language,a fairly good case can 

be made for using natural language. FRASER (1967) has suggested that 

with suitable definition of the syntax and semantics a sub-set of natural 

language can be used to quiz,a data base about timetables. airline 

routes. connecti ons. fl i ght ti mes etc. 

BOBROW (1967) has written an interesting paper giving another view of 

the problems to be solved when constructing a computer question and 

answer system designed to interact with the 'computer in English. The 

system is viewed as containing 5 different parts; a parser. a semantic , , 

in~erpreter, an information storer. and an information retriever along 

wi~h an English output generator. There is a need for extensive inter-
. , ~.: ~ 

ac~i on between the sub-sys tems and the s ub-sys tems and the user. The 

syntacti c analysis described is based on a Chansky type of transformationa' , 
grammar. Semantic storage is characterised by a form of the predicate 

calculus. with additional algorithms for calculation,and structures 

. designed for fast access ,to the relevant data. 

1.3.7 Applications packages 

Perhaps the bi ggest area of language yet to be developed is the 
I 

specialised single-purpose applications languages. 
1 

LICKLIDER (1965b) has 
l., .~ , . :. " .. 

des cri bed a sys tem for des:i gning appl i cati on packages . 
1 

He states that 
• d . . --." C" . '1 ••. 

' ... "'. .. ,::'" ... " ,,_, . ~ ; ,,,. \,.. '.n. c. 
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before the 'appli cati on packages can become generally avai lab le. a 

coherent softl1are data base must be implemented. He specifies an 

applications package language as having a number of attributes: 

1. Since the user is often trying out procedures, the language 

must be procedure oriented as well as problem oriented. 

2. The user needs to employ data structures and processes that 

he employed in the past or that were defined by colleagues,and he 

needs to refresh his understanding of those objects. The language 

must therefore have associated with it a meta-language and a 

retrieval system. 

: 3. The user tends to construct his program piece-meal/after he has 

construc'ted several parts he must relate the elements together. 

4. The user is wi 11 ing to thi nk in terms of a procedure 

construction long enough to build up a functional component of 

his model. but thereafter he merely wishes to activate it or cause 

) something to act upon ~t or to have it contribute implicitly its 

program share to the system of which it is a part. 

5. Although the user focuses attention on one aspect of the problem" 

and then another, of the process he is s tudyi ng. he often expects 

the computer to mainta5n all the stipulated constraints and 

relationships at all times. 

6. The user changes his mind frequently. he needs an on-line 

editing program that can operate on hi s substanti ve program. 

although this is not always true. This program should not be a 

part of the substantive program complex for he wi 11 use it in many 

different ways. it mus:t therefore be part of the application 

language system. 

7. Verbal graphic and alpha-meric inputs are inter-mixed. The 

user wishes to say words as he points to figures and he wants to 
.'- ••• ' •• <. 

write expressions with sub-scripts if there have to be sub-scripts, 

,. ,', , .. 
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but he \~ou~d rather point to a highly sub-scripted variable than 

I'Iri te it out. 

8. The essence of an application language is its conversational 

"play-i t-by-ear" nature. On average the conversat~on progresse.s 

but there are frequent instances of revision. Typically the user 

is running an incomplete program. The implementation part of the 

application language must therefore preclude attempts to execute 

parts of the program tha t do not as yet exi s t. It mus t provi de 

temporary termination of uncompleted branches . 

. 9. The users problem oriented thinking is hierarchial and the 

procedures implied by it. are recursive. It is evident then that 

the applications languages have to be compared to procedural 

and graphic languages for their ability to handle hierarchial 

and recursive organisationi. 

1.3.8 Summary of languages 

Some attention has been paid recently to the ergonomics of computers. , 

but mostly concerned with layout and position of knobs and dials etc. 

I feel this effort is misdirected; a vehicle can be ergonomically perfect 

but unless it has .fuel it will not go anywhere. Languages are the fuel 
.. '- -

of computers. we must get the engine working first and leave the cab 
. . , ". ~ l 

design to later. The ergonomist and computer engineers must get 
•.•. J. '. , 

together and design ergonomi c software. Regardless of what type of 

languages are being produced it must have the following features: 

1. There must be the minimum possible constriction on the users 

problem solving behaviour. 

2. The language must be flexible; it must be capable of doing 

anything the user would wish it to do. 

3. The language must be learnable in small sub-sets with a notation 

. 23. 



as near as possible to the users pr.eferred notation. 

4. It should be suitable for all levels of user sophistication, 

so that the non~professional progran~r can merely write 

procedures while the professional programmer can use the same 

language at assembly level. 

5. The language should be totally machine independent. 

'6. The language should have a form'which makes programs written 

in it easy to unders tand. 

7. The language must be documented to a very high level. 

'8. The language should be capable of on or off-line use, or at 

least have 2 related sub~sets. When languages are generated having 

a majori ty of these features we may cease to see the language 

being the main constraint of the efficiency of the man/computer 

interactive process. 

1.4 Systems softw'are 

Efficient operation of the ~ystem should not be dependent upon the user 

knowing the internal structure or details of the operation of the system 

or the service programs. The user should be free to do his thinking 

at the level of the language in which he and the computer are 

conversing. The system should require very little off-line training 

or instruction. Ideally it should be designed so that a novice can use it 

after spending a few minutes with a tutor or a manual and can expect 

to learn how to use it efficiently from feed-back provided by the system 

itself. As far as is possible the system should be ,deSigned so that the 

most efficient and powerful"ways to a solution are discovered by the 

'user as he progresses. That is to say the system should have a built-in 
"'.' ~ . 

tea~hingcapability designed to facilitate the acquisition of that 

knowledge that will qualify the user as an expert. Unfortunately this 
. ...... ,.} .. , .... - .. 
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is not usually the case and the user has to struggle with an 

esoteric job control language with all their attendant problems of 

parameterization and default options. WEINBERG (1972) has suggested 

that parameterization of command functions will increase the speed 

of writing of statements by some 30% but that errors will increase some 

3 times. 

Where the system does impinge on the user it should do so with what can 

best be described as a convivial personality. BERKELEY (1969) in a 

fascinating article about the personality of an interactively 

prog'rammed computer suggests !I number of phrases that the computer 

should be prepared to accept, and produce in response to requests, or 

when. it has a problem. The system is responsible for assisting the 

user whenever he gets into difficulties. There have been a number of 

articles describing such de-bugging aids - TEITLEMAN (1969), BERNSTEIN (1968) 
r !l 

GRISHMAN (1970) and HALPERN (1965) have all s'uggested ways in whi,ch the 

de-b.ugging assistance given ,to the user by the computer can be 

improved. 

Perhaps the most important aspect of this system is the influence it has 

on the users behaviour. In'a series of papers NICKERSON, ELKIND and 

CARBONELL (1968),NICKERSON (1969) and NICKERSON and PEW (1971), 

NICKERSON proposed that there are 4 areas where the system may influence 

the users behaviour. He is concerned with how the system affects the 

user~' behaviour in such areas as system accessibility, responsiveness, 

predictability and charging policy. SCHERR (1966) noted that the effect 

of introducing a penalty on 'large programs was to reduce the average 

program length by' one-third in the space of 3 months. Another aspect 

of the system that has been jobserved to influence user behaviour is 
.' .... 

" . "u 
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the overhead associated with getting on and off the computer. When 

the system has magnetic tape as its bulk storage medium the user usually 

experiences long delays in getting on and off the system. If however 

the system has a rapid access of storage capability the set up and tear 

down ti mes are much shorter. Thi s has the effect that with magneti c 

tape bulk storage systems the user plans ahead and uses long sessions, 

whereas I-Ioen the penalty to get on and off the system is light he tends 

to cOllie to the machine with a much less rigid idea of what he wishes 

to do. Another aspect of the system affecting user behaviour is response 

, time,and this will be discussed more fully in the section on interaction. 

Another sys tern characteri s ti c that has been observed to affect user

behaviour is the charging algorithms. It has been noticed that if the 

user'is charged simply on the basis of CPU time he tends to come to the 
j 

console with the program barely formed, if-however he is charged on a 

basis of on-line time he comes to the console-with the program in a fairly 

complete state. It is possible by varying the relationship of-these 

2 aspects of the charging algorithm to mould the way in which the user 

wi 11 approach the system. HCMever this is a very dangerous practice and 
- -

not to be recommended,as it can lead to user dissatisfaction and rejection 

of t~e sys tern. 

- 1. 5 Communi cati on 

The biggest problem in man/machine interaction is the flow of cOl1U11unication 

acro~s the man/machine interface. Recently there has been a considerable 
.' .. ' j ~\J 

upsurge in the use of graphics ~s a communication mode but there is 

almost no evidence by which to assess its value as a communication med_ium 
" .. ,' "" " ...... ,,-, 

CHASEN and SEITZ (1967), COONS (1966). One of the biggest problems in the 
'. ..,. ~. .. '.' '.' ' .. ~ 

normal mode of cOl1U11unication is the verbosity of the computer to user 
' .. '~'-' ..... . ... . ..... 
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message. The experienced programmer/user gets very frustrated if he 

is forced to attend to long highly redundant messages, designed for 

naive users and the naive user is completely bewildered by the highly 

mnemonic messages desired by experienced' users. Confounding this 

problem is the fact that an experienced user in one area may be a naive 

user in another area. 

NICKERSON and PEW have suggested a number of ways this problem' can 

be resolved. 

1. There should be 2 separate operating systems. In one case 

the messages being complete and self~explanatory and designed 

for the novice and in the other being highly abbreviated and 

designed 'for the experienced user. Unfortunately this solution 

does not take care of ,the naive user who is also an expert in 

certai n areas. 

2. One program 2 message sets This solution provides the 2 

~ message sets described previously in one program and allows the 

I user to select which message set will be output. The problem 

now is to decide whether 2 message sets are suffi cient to meet the 

demands of the complete novi ce and the very experienced user. 

Perhaps 4 or even 5 message sets would be preferable. 

3. Interrupt button Another possibility is to provide the user 

with an interrupt button 'so that he can stop the message when he 

has had sufficient information. For this approach to be fully 

effective it should be possible for the user to terminate any 

message by pushing a key at any time during the message output. 

With this capability the user only need attend to the output as 

long as it is informative. This raises problems of the position 
", 

of the critical information within any message. 
. . .. ". " .. 

, " 
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4. Two-part messages It is possible to store each computer

to-user message in 2 parts. The first part, a highly abbreviated 

mnemonic form, always being output and the second part, the 

I complete explanation, being output should the user request it. This 

has the distinct advantage that the naive user when requesting 

the fuller explanation will also see what mnemonic code was 

associated with it. 

Perhaps the ideal answer is a combination of (3) and (4). the interrupt 

fac]l ity with a two-part message. 

Another problem of communication is the format of n~ssages. Some 

experiments have been conducted in this. area, by ROOT & SADACCA (1967) 

and CORNEY and TAYLOR (1970). However there is still a great deal of 

~Iork to be done before best input formats ·have been ·.determined. Of 

equal importance is the output formats from the computer to the user.

Some of the problems associated with this have been discussed by 

PARSONS (1970). He suggests that the output format for messages should 

be ~es i gned by the users rather than sys terns programmers. I am not 

sur~ however that this approach is entirely valid,as it may yield.a 

ple~hora of output formats'with little standardisation between them. 

However there is certainly .a need for some research in this area . 
• 

Another problem of communication is that of documentation. As most 

systems are not at the moment self-documented there is a considerable 

need for good documentation in order to make systems effective. A 

series of papers describing the documentation of significant current 

pro~ramming languages introduced by YNGVE and SAMMET (1963) would seem 

a reasonable point at which to start producing better documentation. 
j 

j 
I 

. '.' ;... " . 
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,1.6 Interaction across the interface 

Already in this. thesis such words as time sharing and interaction have 

occurred. Interaction is basically concerned with the response time 

of the machine to the user. SCHWARTZ (1968) has written an excellent 

paper discussing .the past. present and future possibilities of inter-, 
I 

active systems. NICKERSON (1969). and CARBON ELL et'al (1968) have 

suggested,that the system response time may significantly affect the 
, - .. 

user.s behaviour. Fast response time has . ge nera lly been cons i dered 

to be the sine qua non of i nteracti ve sys terns. Moreover the fas ter the 

better appears to be the phi losophy. However, response times tend to 

vary with such ,things as loaq on the system and the command being 

exe~uted. There are some' indications that the variability of the response 

time distribution may be nearly as important from the users point of view 

as its mean. 
i 
I 

It appears that the degree to which the user is frustrated 

by a delay is not si mp ly a functi on of its duration. rather it depends , 

upo~ such psychological fac.tors as the degree of uncertainty of the user , 
con7erning how long the delay will be and the extent to which the 

act~al delay contradicts his expectations. and also what he considers 

to be the cause of the delay. That the user's uncertainty concerning , , 

how long he must wait for a response from the computer may be a 

greater source of aggravation than the delay itself was pointed out by 

NEISSER (1965). One implication of this is that a relatively long response 

timt of constant and known duration may be in some cases more tolerable , , 
than a highly variable response time with a short mean. 

~ 

I 

SI110N (1966) has suggested;that some thought should be given to 

quantitizing delays rather than allOWing them to vary over a continuous 
\ 

ran,ge. The idea being that if the computer cannot respond immediately to , 

a request the delay should be artificially extended to a known duration 
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so that the user can conveniently turn to another task. Unfortunately 

this raises considerable problems, as yet unsolved, as to the users job 

swopping capability. We kn~1 virtually nothing about human job 

swopping behaviour. Do people have a minimum job swop time? How'does 

swopping between tasks affect the performance on both tasks and on 

thei combi nati on? How does ,the ti me requi red to make an effecti ve 

sl10'pping depend on the nature of the task? Is swopping time 

quantitized or is it continuous function of task complexity? These 

problems can best be resolved by controlled experimentation. 

t4ILLER (1968) has suggested that response time is related to other 

psy'chological phenomena such as the response expectancy. He suggests , 

tha~ when addressing another human being the individual requires some 

response within, say 2-4 seconds. ' Even though this response may have 

no '~nformation in it, a re'sponse is still expected within that time, 

it play be no more than a clearing of the throat or a grunt. He 

suggests that in conversations of any kind between humans silences of 

more than 4 seconds become embarrassing, as they imply a break in the 

thread of communication. He suggests that there is a second 

psychol ogi ca 1 need in communi cati on. Thi s need recogni ses that humans 

spontaneously organise their activities into clumps, characterised by 
, 

the, subjected completion of a purpose or sub-purpose. Psychologists 
1 

calll this subjective sense of completion, closure. The hypothesis is 

tha
1
t more extensive delays ,may be made in a· transaction after a 

clo~ure than during one. Another psychological variable" affecting 

response tilTlE! is human short-term memory. In complex problem 

so 1 vi ng, short-term memory is very heavily used, and it i,s becoOli ng 

clear from the psychological literature that the degree of complexity . '"'' ,. 

of a problem that can be solved is .. depe~den~ upon how, much information 

....... <.. .I,\ .. v . Lilo I,: • 
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can be held in short-term memory. MILLER suggests, for a number of 

types of interaction between the man and the machine, some minimum 

response times. However these times are based on opinion, albeit 

expert, and have not been experimentally validated. 

I 
1. 7 Summary 

, 
The 'technology of computers has advanced very fast over the past few 

years without a complementary increase in our knowledge of the way 

people react to using computers as tools. Some research is being done 

aiming at trying to understand these complex relationships, but there 

is no classification system wHh which to relate this research.- Without 

an adequate taxonomy the research done will continue to be fragmentary 

and ,disjointed. 

t 
The most researched area of man-computer interaction has been the 

hardware used by the programmers and computer users; however there are 
, . 

still many problems of data entry and output that still have to be 

solved, especially in the field of dynamic visual devices. Arguments 

sti 11 rage over the choice of devi ces such as teletypes Or Visual Display 

units, over joysticks rolling balls and light pens for visual displays, and 

there appears to be no way to settle the arguments. , 

In the preceding literature review great attention has been paid to 

lang'uages; this is because this area is the least researched from the 

humqn factors viewpoint and ,yet is probably the most important from 

the user~ view. Statements regarding the power, ease of use, and ease of 

1 earni ng of 1 anguages are prevalent in the manufacturers' adverti sement 

and as far as I can ascertain no measurements of these factors have been 

attempted. Objecti ve me,~s~~.es of pCl.'ler, ease of use and suitabil ity for, . 
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the PUI"pOSe are needed and it must be the responsibility of the 

ergonomist to provide them. 

The relationships of systems software to applications software needs 

the attenti on of ergonomi s ts" as does the effect' of the choi ce of 

system parameters on the user. At the moment we only have case study 

evidence of the effect of charging algorithms etc; there is a pressing 

need for controlled experimentation in this area. There are very many 

other problems, highlighted in the previous literature review that should 

command the earliest attention of ergonomists: It is not sufficient 

to complain about the difficu,lties of measurement and control; 

techniques must be found or else tlie computers will make slaves of its 

users ·and we will have another example of the adaptability of man and 
I , 

his ,capability to use the most un-ergonomic systems. 
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2.1 Introduction 

The problems outlined in Part 1 of this thesis have only a few things in 
, 

common, but of paramount importance across all problems is the 

rea l'i s ati on that Man-Computer- Interacti on is i nteracti on in the full 

sens1e of the word: it should be ongoing, dynamic and changing. 

The ~irst step towards a solution to the specified problems is to 

establish son~ experimental procedure for evaluating variables impinging 

on 'any specific situation. To match the nature of the problem it is 

essential that the experimental situation has all the elements of inter

action that are like'ly to be present in the real world. 

Of the reported research, only 3 papers are relevant to this thesis. 

The earliest by GOLD (1967) was perhaps the first real attempt to 
, , 

evaluate man-computer-interaction in a realistic manner. Unfortunately 

the problem Gold set himself and the task. he used to present the 

experimental variables were in my opinion far too complex for the 

curr~nt state of the human science knowledge at that time and were 

'. 

inexactly designed and cont~olled. Gold was concerned not with measuring . . , 

i nteracti on specifi ca lly but in trying to es tab 1 ish a difference in 

value and performance between time-sharing and batch processing for 

prob'!lem solving situations. , 

JONE~, HUGHES and ENGYOLD (1970) in a similar study to Gold's were 

concerned with the problems of management decision making at computer , . 

terminals. They were interested in comparing the relative merits of 

type\'lriters and visual displays in resource allocation problems. They 

used the computer to. assist the scheduler to produce a job-shop schedule, 

for a small machine shop. The schedu1ers were ,required to select 
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decision rules and the computer would then generate a schedule which 

the,schedu1er could then 'fine tune' to produce the best possible 

profits. The computer would do all the profit, loss, price per hour 

and overtime calculations necessary. The experiment was run with 

3 main conditions where the schedules were produced by manual means, 

a computer driven teletype and a computer driven visual display. They 

found no performance difference across computer groups on the measure 

of maximum profit; ho.1ever the performance variance of the display 

group was lower than the variance of the teletype group. They also , , 

, , , 

observed a large difference in the number of schedules generated. The 

display group generated more,schedu1es than the typewriter group which 

in turn generated more schedules, than the manual group. One conclusion 

they came to was that a visual display used in a scheduling problem 

raises the level of performance of the weak performers. 

The: third and most recent study by BOEHM, SEVEN and WATSON (1971) was. 

concerned with a hypotheses suggested by Gold. They said, "that , . 

restricting access to the computer for a period of time after the 
\ 

presentation of current results ~ 'lockout period' ~ might improve , 

performance by inducing the' user to concentrate more on problem solving 

strategy than on tactics". They used a very sophisticated task which 

required the subject to utilise the computer to optimise the placing 

of hospitals in an area, taking into account relative accident 

densities, roads and freeways. 

, , 

The, subjects manipulated their problem with a specially constructed 
I 

applications package by providing some decision rules and requesting , 
the, computer to evaluate these rules and display tables of numbers 

( 
.\,' . 

for further evaluation. It is perhaps a little harsh to suggest that 
.'. " 
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the only thing they found was that people are different, but they 

failed to prove or disprove the 'lockout' hypotheses . 

. 
These 3 experiments have failed in one way or another to live up to 

. the expectations of their authors. This by no means invalidates the , 
j 

research but it does tend to suggest that they had been trying to do 

too much in one go. It is readily apparent from the literature that 

the computer at this moment, instead of producing much vaunte~ 

symbiotic relationships, is merely serving as an amplifier of individual 

di fferences' produci ng very good or very bad sys terns. Thi s bei ng the 

case I suggest it is essentiaJ that a simple standardised task be 

produced, embodying all the elements present in an interactive 

situation, that can be applied to different user groups and user problems. 

It spou1d provide measurements that can be correlated with psychological . 

rreasures of human vari abil i ~y, thereby produci ng the means for eva 1 uati on 

of hardware, software and man for any. given system. , 

The ultimate purpose of this research is to produce such a task along 

with the means of measuring all the relevant man and computer variables 

in a gi ven task s ituati on. ,Thi s thes i s however is concerned .with the 

fi rs t stages of such a research program: to defi ne, tryout and . 

modify a s uitab 1 etas k. 
., 

2.2 Tasks 
. ,~, 

2.2.1 Task regui rements . 

The general requirements of such a research vehicle are: 

Measurabili ty . 

Con tro 1 abil ity . 

Realism 

.. ',.. ,\.. 
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1. I~easurability 

In such a man-computer situation it must be possible to nEasure 

objectively all the input to and output from the man. When 

experi menti ng with man-computer-i nteracti on one has at leas t the 

facility to record vast quantities of numbers. However without 

the means and hypotheses to ana lyse these numbers and re 1 ate them 

to real world variables there is no real point in recording lots 

of numbers. This means that measurability must include the ability 

to analyse. 

2. Controllability 

It must be possible within the task situation to hold all 

identifiable variables constant, except of course the experimental 

variables. The prime requirement in order to control variables 

is that they be identified; once identified they are fairly easy 

to control .. 

3. Realism 

There are 3 aspects to realism. The task must appear realistic 

·to the subject when it is compared with the real world 

(verisimilitude), and it must be realistic from the experimenters 

pOint of view; this is where many previous tasks have failed in 

attempting to be too comprehensive or subjectively realistic . 
. . -" .' .... , 

Thirdly, it must be realistic from a scientific viewpoint; there 

is no point in having subjects and experimenters happy and then 
.' .. ' .. , ........... (:,- ~"~.: 

producing analysed results having no significant relation to the 

real world (fide1.ity). 

.. - .. ' 
There are a number.Of lesser requi rements that are nevertheless 

, ~'" ,"., .!. "'. ..,: ,: 

important: 
... , . .. ·c;.;.·..:. 

1. Validity 

The task must be valid so that we· are testing and controlling 
... 

" " 
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I·/hat l'le thi nk Vie are and not some arti fact of the task-

computer combination. 

2. Task sophi s ti cati on 

The task must be simple for the subjects to grasp, but allow 

experienced subjects to use nuances of strategy or tactics, 

and these variations should show as real performance differences. 

Only if this is possible will a better understanding of man- __ . __ . 

computer problem solving become possible. 

3. Motivation 

The task must be motivating to the subjects. They must get 

engrossed in what they ~re doing so that the interaction flows 
. 

smoothly. This cannot happen if they are trying to beat a system 

they resent. 

4. Goals 

The subjects must be given the same 'goals and assessment criteria, 
, 

and these must be clear and unambiguous and what the experimenter 

desired. 

5. Response tin~ 

This important consideration will be treated in detail later, 

Section 2.3 .. 10. 

Preliminary task:specification 

Having decided on the general properties of such a task the next stage 

is to specify and design it exactly. There are a number of different 

tasks that fulfil some of the above general requirements. These are -

text editing,.a manipulation type task, man-man or man-machine games, some 

adapted standard psychological tests, and resource allocation or 

resource scheduling tasks. From an analysis of the alternatives I 

believe the type of task h~ving the least number of disadvantages for 

this research vehicle is the resource all ocati on type. 
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There is, in most experimental situations, a further restriction on 

the design of a general purpose task. This is the availability of 

harciware and software on 11hich to implement the task. Before going 

on to describe the tasks used in these experiments a brief 

description of the hardware available to the author is necessary. 

Hardware avai 1 abil ity 

The ·Departnent of Ergonomics and Cybernetics at Loughborough University 

of Technology possessed in 1972 a Digital Equipment Corporation PDP-12 

computer. This is a small extremely versatile Laboratory Instrument/ 

Data Processor computer , ideally sui ted forolan-computer-i nteracti on 

res~arch. The configuration used in these experiments was as follows. 

8K of core supported by 2-132K magneti c tape dri ves and an ASR33 teletype. 

The PDP-12 also has a real time clock which was used, but the Visual 

Display Unit could not be utilised due to·insufficient core. All the 

software for the tasks and ana 1ys is, on both the department's PDP-12 

and the university's ICL 1904A,was written by the author with the 

sin~le exception of the Analysis of Variance Program. 

2.2.4 Resource all ocatton task 

The,on1y task that fulfils every general requirement to some degree is 

the resource allocation type of task, as used by Gold, Jones and ~oehm. 

Having decided that the subjects will interact with a resource 

allocation program there is still another decision to be made. In man-

computer-interaction the user can basically do 2 things, he can 

command the computer to perJorm some operati on or he can enter data 

on which operations, that may also be .specified by him, are performed. , 
As suggested in Part 1 there are numerous. problems in formatting 

commands or data,and so it was decided for this thesis to use only command 
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entry in the task. never requiring subjects to enter data. 

The task used in these experiments was set as an electrical power station 

distribution problem. The subject was required to manipulate the 

system in order to optimise the loading on a supply. He had 7 areas 

each of which demanded a portion of the supply. the, sum of the demands 

of all areas was always more than the supply available. The subjects task 

was' to connect and discon-nect areas from the supply in order to ensure 

the', total demanded load matched the supply with as little supply as 

possible spare. but not overloading it. When the subject was satisfied 

with hi s opti mis ati on he i nS,tructed the computer to run; the computer 

then informed him how effective his allocation was and changed one 

element in the situation for the next optimisation. The subject was 

required to do 30 of these optimisations in. one session. He , 

man,ipulated the system with a small command set which he typed on the 

te 1 etype. There were 5 types of commands: 

1. Lis ti ng Commands \ 

There were 3 listing commands which when entered would cause the , 
program to list some part of the present situation. The commands 

v/ere: 

a. DEMAND When this command was entered the program would 

1 i s t the exi s ti ng' demand of each area. 

b. STATUS When this command was entered the program would 

list the eXisting status (ON. OFF) of each area. 

c. SUPPLY When this command was entered the program would 

list the existing supply value. 
I 

2. Action Commands 

• There were 2 acHon commands: 
.. ". ,,: .. 

a. ON When this command was entered the program would connect 

all 7 areas to the supply. 
. .. ,. 
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b. OFF Hhen thi s command was entered the program would 

disconnect all the 7 areas from the supply. 

3. Feedback Command 

There was one feedback command: 

TOTAL which when entered would cause the program to sum the 

demand values of those areas whose status was ON and output 

the sum to the teletype. 

4. Arithmetic Command 

There was one command the subject could use to assi st with the 

task arithmetic .. ADD which would cause the program to add the 

va 1 ues of a 11 the demands i rrespecti ve of status, and type the 

value on the teletype. 

5. Operational Command 

This command GO would cause the program to evaluate the latest 

alterations, compute and output an error score, and then change 

one element of the situation. 

All the above commands acted on all 7 areas and it was therefore 

necessary to specify that the command should apply only to some selected 

areas. This was achieved by the subject typing the number of the area 

he wished the command to be executed for after the command. This 

parameterisation is ineffective for the commands SUPPLY, TOTAL or GO 

as these do not involve areas. The default condition, if no 

parameter string is supplied, is to execute for all areas. 
. " .... 

2.3 Preliminary Experiments 

2.3.1 Pi lot Experiment , 

Hith·the task in this form a pilot experiment was carried out to see 
_,I, •• . . .:\ .......... 

whether the whole approach ~Ias practicable and to test the task software 

. I.. ~.u, 
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and the ability of subjects to manipulate the task. Six subjects 

were given a little instruction in the principle of operation and left 

unsupervised for 30 minutes. [lefore these experiments were started 

a theoretical solution strategy was constructed as shown in Fig 1. 

It \'laS suggested that the subject would first look' at the TOTAL to gain 

infonnation feedback about the correct position.If this was not 

satisfactory he would get information from the system in terms of 

supply and demand. He would then attempt to transform this information, 

possibly using the ADD command; when the transformation was successful 

he would select ~reas to be, turned ON and OFF to implement his new 

optimisation. 'He mayor may not use the STATUS command to gain 

information about existing status. He would then check with another TOTAL 

command and if satisfactory instruct the computer to GO. 

This fits very well with the 3 main categories in man-computer-decision 

making suggested by SCHRENK (1969), these 3 categories being - problem , 
re,cognition, situation diagnosis and action selection. All the subjects 

ma,naged to grasp what was 'requi red of them without too much trouble. 

Settling down to a steady state after 2 or 3 cycles. However their 

actions, did not appear to categorise neatly into the suggested strategic 

patterns. The implication of this will be consideredlater when the ma!n 

experi ment is di s cussed. 'Other observati ons of the pi lot experi ments 
, , 

Itere that subjects naive to computer terminals tended to forget to 

terminate their command line with the necessary 'return' key. They tended 

to ~Iait, expecting the computer instinctively to know when to run, 
I 

after they had finished their action selection. The command decoder was 

found to have excellent performance but the task was judged too easy 
I 

and not realistic enough to represent a Management Information type of 

system. 
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PILOT EXPERIMENT THEORETICAL MODEL OF SOLUTION ALGORITHM 

Fig I 
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2.3.2 Main variables influencing task 

Before re-defining .and re-designing the task in the light of the pilot 

experiment experience, it was necessary to attempt to isolate the main 

variables influencing this man-computer-interaction. 

1. Time 

Perhaps the most fundamental variable in man-computer-interaction 

is time. There are 2 interactive modes of communication having a 

different time emphasis. These are Real Time operations where 

events are happening in real world time such as production control, 

process control, ticket reservation etc. It is also possible 

to be simply on-line to.a computer with no real time pressures 

inherent in the task and only with a need to complete the task. 

It is possible to study both these situations with very similar 
~I'" ""',_""'" .. , ... ~ ... _., .. ,1 •• 

tasks modified from the one previously described. 

2. Feedback of performance 

There are a number of possibilities in feeding back son~ 

performance measure or score to the subject. These are: 

a .. Not supplying any performance feedback at all. 

b. Supplying error scores when requested. , 

c. Outputting error scores at fixed intervals . 
.. ' , " '. '"',''' ; .... . 

,I,;, "\",,,1 '.'. 

d. Under overload conditions giving a different overload 
l.;,'" 

si gna 1. 

Within the task there are 2 levels of feedback, a micro feedback 

loop around the command decoder, and task performance feedback. 

The command decoder is possible as the teletype works in· full 

dup lex. (Thi s means that separate send and recei ve software is 

used.) The action of the command decoder is discussed fully 

in Section 2.4.2.5.To :feedback performance .measures one of the 

problems is what the measure should be based on. There are a number 

. ". --' ~. 
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of possible n-easures ~Ihich could be output when the subject types 

an Error or Score type of con~and. 

a. A cumulative difference score of loads ON subtracted 

from supply. or 

b. A points score based on the best fit possible and actual 

fi t achi eved. 

3.' Information to subject about change 

In the pilot experiments the subject is always aware when the 
\ 

system has changed because it does so only when he typed GO. This 

condition will in future be called Subject Initiated Change (SIC). 

However if this task were used in a real time environment then a 

time base would be used to initiate a change (TIC). and the 

subject would not know when some parameter has changed wi thout 

being told. There are 4 possible levels of change feedback: 

a. No i nformati on about change; 

b. An audible Signal when change occurs. 

c. An output statement as to what has changed. 
, 

d. An output statement as to what has changed and to what value. 

4. Message Length 

An extremely important vari ab 1 e in man-computer-i nteracti on is the 

effect of various message lengths. As stated in Part 1 there are 

a number of possi b le ways of arrangi ng i nformati on. The messages 

used in pilot experiments are stored in small pieces and are 

constructed into complete messages as required by the program. 

The teletype has a maximum capability of 72 characters per line. 

The program is capable of outputtingmessages of any length and 

any number of 1 i nes .. : 

5. Ratio of change interval to message output time 

In the TIC task the ratio of change interval to message output 
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time is of considerable importance. The message output time 

is dependent on the length of the message and speed of the output 

device. The teletype has a maximum rate of 10 characters per 

second. To output all the DEMAND information requires 17.8 

seconds. To output all the STATUS information requires 14.7 seconds 

and to output the SUPPLY i nformati on requi res 2 . 0 seconds gi vi ng 

a total time for listing outputs of 33.5 seconds, this is a maximum 

time using non-parameterised conunands and no interrupts. If a 

ratio of 1:2 between message output and change interval is used, 

the changes would occur at 60 second intervals. This means there 

is no vari abil ity in the change i nterva 1. Another vari ab 1 e in the 

area of message length is the position within the message of the 

desired information ... It would be very nice if it was possible to 

weight the message and its information position in terms of .. 

noise and redundancy. Unfortunately because each message may mean 

different things to different people such an objective measure is 

not possi b le. Because the messages used in the pi lot experiment 

are redundant there; s the poss; b; 1 ity . that subjects may w; sh to 

interrupt the output of a message after he has the information 

requi red. 

6~ Complexity of task arithmetic 

The complexity of the task arithmetic is influenced by the short 

term memory ability of the man and his numeracy. The task is not 

intended to measure short term memory, so to keep the task's load 

on the subjecfs short term memory to a minimum, subjects must have 

a numerical ability suitable to the task. To reduce the load on 

mental arithmetic ability the value of the supply is limited to 

3 di gi ts and the values of the demands to 2 di gi ts . In the pi lot 

experiment all the values were exactly divisible by 5, but this 
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\'laS judged to be too easy. 

7. Choice of command words 

In the pi lot task the words were chosen intentionally to represent 

the action of the con~ands during execution. The command decoder 

can uniquely identify,the first 4 letters of any command. 

For any command on 1y the fi rs t 2 letters need to be entered if 
I ' 

they are unique within the command set. If they are not unique 

the computer wi 11 output 'BORE' and at least all the first 4 letters 

must be entered. 

8. Parameterisation 

In the task the action of any command word is modified by the 

addition of a parameter string of up to 7 numbers specifying 

which area the command is to be applied to. Some recent work by 

WEINBERG (1972) suggests that using parameterisedcommands 

instead of single commands will increase speed of operation by 

30% and increase erro~s 3 times. 

9. Procedural instructions 

In such a comp1icated'task environment the instructions given to 

the subject are very important. It is possible to generate the 

desired output by accenting certain parts of the instructions. In 

the pilot experiment the instructions could not be included in 

the program because of core restrictions, but if possible this would 

eliminate some of the statements in the printed and verbal 

ins tructi ons. 

la. Response tiwe to input 

The PDP-12 used in the pilot experiment is, as far as the subject 

is concerned, absolutely instantaneous in its response to an 

input command. This !=ompares favourably with response times of 

other experiments reported, where response times have often been a 

........... 
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functi on of load on a ti me-shari ng system. Response ti me us ua lly 

means to the s tart of output. However, although rarely cons i dered 

the time to completion of output could also be interpreted as 
I 

response time, in which case the response tilTlE! of 17.8 seconds 
, 

to complete 'demand' listing output is outside the 15 seconds 

recommended by MILLER (1968). 

2.4 Main Experilllents 

2.4.1 Selection of variables for further experimentation 

After giving careful consideration'to the importance of the foregoing 

variables it was decided that 2 of the most important variables need 

isolating before further research can be done using this task. These 

variables are the effect of' information about changes on task performance 

in the TIC task, and the tilue relationship between task and real time. 

This led to the design of 2: tasks, one where the subject initiated the 

change as modified from the pilot experiment 'task and the other where the 

computer initiated the change at fixed intervals. To ensure the 2 tasks 

\~ere as nearly as possible jdentical the GO command of the pilot 

experiment was removed and its action added to that of the feedback 
1 •• ,.. , 

command, such that when the subject demanded feedback in the SIC task 

onervalue changed. The TOTAL command which was the feedback command on 

thejpilot experiment was slightly modified and its name changed, to 

SCORE. vJhen the subjects type SCORE the computer output the difference 

betl1een the'sum of the demands of those areas whose status is ON and the 

sUPRly, \'Iith a message indicating the direction of the difference, ie , 

OVERLOADED or UNDERLOADED. The software was complete ly redes i gned and a 
.;.-

brief outline of its action is given here. 
" 
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2.4.2 Task software 

The complete softl'lare programs used in these experiments are included 

in Annex A. There are 7 parts in each of the task programs: 

1. Start up 

The start program is called by the main program. Its function 

is to set up the experimental variables and prepare the main 

program for output. It zeros all the data and sets constants, 

it requests from the experimenter the name of the message set 

and loads it into memory. I t also reques ts the name of the task 

data set and reads that into the memory. It requests the name 

of the file to which data is to be output on completion of the 

experiment and opens it. It requests data regarding the subject 

his group number, trial number etc. It requests the number of 

changes to be allowed before it stops, it then s tarts the 

real time clock used to time event intervals. It waits for 

a command from the experimenter before passing control to the main 

program. 

2. Main program 

The main program checks the vari ous data array; nd; ces for' 

overfl~1 and calls the command decoder. When control is 

returned from the conunand decoder it jumps to the appropri ate 

acti on secti on for the command gi ven, it does the necessary 

ca 1 cul a ti on and swi tch i ng ac~i on to i IIlp 1 emen t the cOllUlland. It 

controls the call of alphabetic or numeric write sections of the 

program. Hhen a particular command has been completed it 

recalls the command decoder. 

3. Message output 

This section receives a number from the main program looks up 

the appropriate part message and types it onto the output device 

returning control to the main program. 
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4. Numeric output 

This section receives an integer number from the main program 

and converts it to a left adjusted decimal number with leading 

zeros suppressed. It types this and returns control to the 

main program. 

5. Command decoder 

This is the heart of the task software and is the only part that the . 

subject has any real interaction with. The functions of the 

command decoder are as follows: 

a. To accept from and echo to the typewriter certain acceptable 

characters. 

b. To time input events and periods. 

c. To verify input as syntactically legal. 

d. To receive parameter strings. 

On entry from the main program the entry time is written to a data. 

array it then vlaits for the first character to be typed which it 

times from entry and stores in the data array. It accepts and 

echoes up to 19 characters but not all possible characters are legal. 

It wi 11 accept only letters between A and Z, numbers between 1~7 

and some special characters, space, corrma, 'RETURN', 'RUBOUT', and 

'ALT MODE'. If an inRut character is not legal it will not echo it. 

When the input terminating character 'RETURN' is entered it will 

then check the input s,tring for legality. It checks the first 2 

input characters agail)st an internal list, if these 2 characters 

are uni que it notes the number associ ated wi th it and exits. 

If however the fi rs t 2 characters input do not occur in the 1 i s t it 

types 'EH?' and returns to the start. If the special character 
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'RUBOUT' is entered it \~ill delete the last input character 

echoing a '!-F'. If the special character 'ALT MODE' is entered 

it will delete all previous input since the last 'RETURN'. 

As it exits, having accepted the input, it records the time in 

the data array and gathers the parameter information into a 'word' 

and stores it along with identification of the command entered'. 

It then exits and returns control to the main program giving the 

number of the command and parameters entered. It is pOSSible, 

after the command ~Iord has been entered, to separate the parameters, 

representing areas to be. acted on, with spaces or commas. This 

command decoder system,was never corrupted in many hundreds of 

command entries. 

6. Timing unit 

It is here that the main difference between Subject Initiated 

Change task and Ti me Base Initi ated Change occurs. The i nterna 1. 

real time clock is checked whenever the computer is waiting for 

its I/O peripheral in either the command decoder or message 

outputti ng sys tems. When it sees an i nterva 1 of lOOms has occurred 

since it last operated, it counts that occurrence into a counter. 

On both tasks at intervals of 10 seconds the timing unit reads 

the value of those areas on at that time and stores their value in 

a data array. In the TIC task every 6 of these intervals it 

initiates a change. In the SIC task the' same change system is 

used but only \~hen the, subject types 'SCORE' regardless of time. 

7. Interrupt handler. 

When the program is outputti ng messages with its message output 

routines, before it. types each character the interrupt handler 

checks to see if the keyboard has been struck, if it has the 
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2.4.3 

interrupting character is cleared and output imn~diately halted. 

The fact that an interrupt has occurred is recorded as part of the 

innrmation record of the next command. A typical section of 

interaction is shown in Figs 2 and 3. 

Task complexity 

One of the reasons for redesigning the task after the pi lot experiment 

\'laS that in the pi lot experi ment the changes occurred in pseudo-random 

fashi on, both in what changed and its va 1 ue, and it was obvi ous that 
1 

more control over these changes was necessary. There are 2 variables 

that make up task complexity ,in this task environment. One is how well 

it is possible to fit the demands to the supply, the other is how often 

the combination of demands giving the best fit, and hopefully chosen by 

the subject, is changed. 

The task data 11as therefore, planned to have a certai n diffi culty. For 

the first 5 changes it was possible to get a perfect fit with the 

supply; during the next 7 changes it was not possible to get a perfect 

fit~ During the next 9 changes it was again possible to get a perfect 

fitt, and for the last 9 changes a perfect fit was again impossible. 
, .. 

Coupled with this, during the first 5 changes the perfect fit was , 

only disturbed once; during the next 7 the best imperfect fit was 

changed 5 times; during the next 9 changes the perfect fit did not 

change at all, giving 9 changes where no action was required of the 

subject at all if he got it right at entry; during the last 9 the 

bes t fi t was changed vi rtua lly every ti me. Thi s means that the task was 

easy to start ~lith and got· progressively more difficult. There was then 

a long flat period of very easy manipulation followed by the most 

difficult period. 

. , 
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The task was designed so that 3 areas on would always produce the best 

solution though there were cases where 4 areas was as good but never 

better than 3. The range of numbers in the task was restricted to 
, 

2 digits for any area and 3 digit numbers for the supply. The 

dis'tribution of changes was designed to be apparently random but each 
~ . 

area or the supply had almost equal probability of changing, p = 0.125 

for' each area or supply over the whole task. It was necessary to have __ 

2 sets of numbers to satisfy the experimental design. This was achieved' 

by producing one set of numbers to fit the above complexity requirements 

and'then generating a different se't by subtracing a constant from the 

fir~t set maintaining exactly the same pattern of changes, so that the 
, 

same changes occur at the same ti mes and the same areas were requi red 

ON for the same fit in both' sets of task data. It was expected that 

subjects would not notice this fact but care was taken to avoid obvious 

sequences which would indicate si,milarity~ 

2.4.4 Possible solution algorithms 

The solution model proposed for the pilot experiment was retained 

unmodified for the SIC task in order to gather more data before 

eva~uating it. Another model solution based on the pilot experiment 

mod~l but modified to incorporate a time base was proposed for the 

TIC; task and is presented i,n Fig 4. Apart from testing these 

hyp~thetical solutions models some other results were expected. It 

~Ias: expected that the TIC task would show differences between situati ons 

where change i nformati on was or was not gi ven. It was expected that 

more use of the command 'SCORE' would occur within the no-change feedback 

task, because it was hypothesised that the command 'SCORE' ~lOuld be used 

to detect a change when its occurrence was not i ndi cated by the computer. 

The;SIC task compared with the TIC task was expected to produce : . ..... . 
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differences in the learning effects in that subjects would perform 

better' at the beginning on the SIC task, as they could take their time 

but would get pushed for time during the later stages, whereas in the 

TIC task they would be expected to be worse to begin with and to get 

better as :ti me went" on. 

2.4.5 Experimental design 

T\'IO experi ments were planned to run concurrently. 

Experi ment 1 

To ,determine the effect of information concerning the occurrence of 

a change on task performanc~. The task used was the TIC task previously 

described. A bell rang at each change in one task (Bell), in the other 

task no indication of a change occurring was given (No Bell). Each of 

8 subjects completed one,2-trial experimental period. Half the , 
sUQjects were given the No Bell task on the first trial and the Bell 

task on the second tri a 1 (~roup 1) and the other half ~Iere gi ven the 

Bell task on the first trial and the No Bell task on the second trial , 

(Group 2). 
) 

Experiment .2 

To study the effects of a different time base on identical tasks. 

Eafh of 8 subjects, not the same as Experiment 1, completed one 2-trial 

experimental period. Half the ·subjects were given the TIC No Bell task 
i .. 

onithe first trial and the SIC task previously described on the second 
'. 

tr)al (Group ,3) .. The other half of the subjects were given the SIC 

task on the first trial an'd the TIC No Bell task on the second trial , , 

(Group 4). In all 16 subjects 'were used in the 2 experiments. The 2 

change data sets were alternated between task and experiments. The subject 

were all volunteers and qualified to 2,years under-graduate level or 
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better; their age range was 20-30 years and a 11 were connected in 
I 

some way with the Department of Ergonomics and Cybernetics at Loughborough 

Uni vers ity, 

The subjects on arrival were given the appropriate instructions sheet 

(Annex B) and allowed to read themtheir questions were answered 'and 

when they were happy the program was allowed to run, After a few 

minutes to ensure they had no problems with the command decoder, they 

v/ere left alone until the computer terminated the trial. They were 

then allowed a rest of 4-5 minutes whilst the task was changed over 
I 

by;the experi menter duri ng w,hi ch ti me they read the second ins tructi on 
t \ 

sh~et, They then completed'the second trial, Before the experiment started 

they were given a pre-test questionnaire and after this were given a 

po~t-test questionnaire,' The subjects were then de-briefed 'and the 

purpose of the experiments explained to them,' 
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3.1 Measurement 

As previously described the command decode stores, as data, tin~ 

measurements relating to input event times; in fact it stores the time 
i 

of' entry to the routine until the first character of the command was 

input, and the time from first character to terminating character. 

It'a1so stores the command entered and which parameters were entered 
.! 

after the command as a sep'arate data item. It stores the value of those 
; 

areas ON, sampled every 10 seconds, during the tasks. As a preliminary 

analysis a program was written to convert this data into a more 

re.asonab le form. The ti me scores were converted, for each command, 

to a 'Wait' time ca1cu1ated.as the time from entry to first character, 

an; 'Input' time calculated from first character to terminating 

character and an 'Output' time from termination of con~and to next 

en~ry. The Output tin~ representing how long the computer took to 

execute the'command whilst the Wait and Input times are subject 

de'pendent. Using this recorded data 3 main analyses were carried out .. 

An Analysis of Variance on the Input and Wait times, a Command Sequence 
c 

Analysis on the commands used, and a Cumulative Performance Assessment 

based on the error soores. 

3.'2 Analysis of Variance 

THe 2 experiments were analysed quite separately using this technique, 

WiNER (1962). The Wait time and Input time were analysed separately and 

t~en combined to form a total input times for a third analysis. The 

factors of the Analysis of Variance were Subject (S) and Task Order (A). 
~ . 

T~e factor A, Task Order, is nested within subjects as not every subject 

djd every order. The other main factors were Task (B), Commands (C), 

and Periods (D). The Period factor was obtained by taking from the ra~1 

data the mean Input or Wait time for any particular command over 6 periods 

62. 
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of 5 minutes each throughout the·duration of the task. The data was 

converted to a convenient tabular form and then transferred by hand 

into a form suitable for an ICL 1904A and the Analysis of Variance 

program; 

3.2.1 Wait Times Experiment 1 ANOVA 

Fig 5 shows the Analysis of Variance summary table as produced by the 

computer program. Those F ratios with a value less than 1 are not 

gi ven. As can be seen some' of the probabil iti es are exact and some , 

directional. this is because the ANOVA program was not always sure which , 

error vari ance to use therefore and omi tted them. 

Th~ first and perhaps the most important .point to note is that subjects 
, 

are highly significantly different p <0.01. This is only to be 

expected in such a complex task but it must be considered during further 

analysis. 

The task however Bell or No Bell. showed no significant difference for 

W~it times neither did Task Order but there was a significant 
1 1 ~I 

iflteraction between Task and Task Orde.r p = 0.064. This is shO\~n in 

graphical form in Fig 6. This indicates that while there was no 

s i!gnifi cant difference due to Task Order on the Bell task there was a 

di/ference due to Task Order on the No Bell task. in the di recti on 

tha t when the second tas k was with the Bell there 11as on ly a s 1 i ght ly 
I. 

sh,orter response time than when the first task was with the Bell. When 

the No Be 11 task was done second hOl-/ever it had si gnifi cantly shorter 

response times than when it was done first. With the No Bell task done 

second the response time was at its shortest of all 4 times. 
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Source of Variation Sum OF - Squares 

S = Subjects 1763.6 7 
A = Task order 112.1 1 
R = Subjects within groups 1651. 5 6 

B = Task 3.1 1 
BS = BXS· 443.9 7 

BA = BXA 203.2 1 
R = BX Subjects within groups 240.7 6 

C' = Connnilnds 3457.9 6 
CS = CXS 3549.0 42 

CA = CXA 149.2 6 
R = CX Subjects within groups 3399.8 36 

0 = Periods 126.4 5 
OS = OXS 727.2 35 

; OA = OXA 45.1 . 5 
: R = OX Subjects within:groups 682.1 30 

BC = BXC . 514.0 6 
BC S = BXCXS 1598.6 42 

\ BCA = BXCXA 296.5 6 
R = BCX Subjects within groups 1302.1 36 

BD = BXO 40.9 5 
BD S BXOXS 1040.2 35 

BOA = BXOXA 301.6 5 
R = BOX Subjects within groups 738.6 30 . 

CD = CXO 692.7 30 
CD S = CXOXS 5131 .'4 210 

, COA = CXOXA 504.8 30 
R = COX Subjects within groups 4626.6 180 

BC 0 = BXCXO 723.5 30 
BC OS = BXCXOXS 5129.0 210 

BCOA = BXCXOXA 516.7 30 
\ R = BCOX Subjects withi n groups 4612.3 180 , 

; 

. Total I 24941.6 670 
" 

Analysis ·ofYariance for Wait Times Exper,iment.l 

Fig 5 

64. 

Mean F Prob Square 

251.9 9.83 <0.01 
112.1 
275.2 

3.1 
63.4 1.5 

203.2 5.06 0.064 
40.1 

576.3 6.1 <0.01 
84.5 
24.9 
94.4 
25.3 1.111 
20.8 
9.0 

22.7 
85.7 2.36 <0.05 
38.1 1.05 
49.4 1.36 
36.2 ' . 
8.2 

29.7 1.2 
60.3 2.45 0.056 
24.6 
23.1 
24.4 , 

16.8 
25.7 , 
24.1 
24.4 
17.2 
25.6 

.. 

'. .'-
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There was also a significant main effect due to Commands and this is 

shown in Fig 7. The point~ in this figure, and in succeeding similar 

figures, have been joined as a graph, when the X axis is not metric 

scale data, but I believe it gives a better indication of differences 

than histograms especially when 2 graphs are drawn on the same axis. 

Hith regard to Fig 7 the main point worthy of note ,is the high value 

of ' the Wait time before the cOnIDmnd OFF was given and the sillli larity 

ofivalue of all the other commands. Applying a post hoc comparison 
\ ;. , 

using the method due to SCHEFFE (1959) and HAYES (1970), it can be shown 

that the difference between the pairs of OFF~SUPPLY, OFF~DEMAND and 

OFF~ADD are the main contributors to the overall Command effect using 

p < 0.05. I would suggest' that the large time value of OFF is due to 

the tactics subjects adopted in solving the problem, whereby the 

transformation is worked out in detail and the commands OFF then ON follovl 

in rapid sequence when an action is selected. 

..' ., . ", 

Th~ fourth significant interaction is that between Task and Commands used 

aSishown in Fig 8 which bears, as one would expect, a remarkable 

re~emblance to the previou,s figure. It shows that generally the No Bell 

times are shorter than the: Bell times for most commands. These 

di fferences for ON, SU, DE., SC and AD are not si gnifi cant but i ndi cate 

thilt for these conunands the subject was working faster. The STIITUS 

command however is different, possibly because as this is generally a 

little used command the realisation of the need for STATUS output took 

a little longer when the subjects \~ere under pressure with No Bell feedbad 

The main effect is that the times for the command OFF were significantly 
1 

different p < 0.02 in the Bell task compared with the No Bell task. 

I believe that the reason ;the OFF wait times are lower with Bell feedback 
~ 

is, due to the fact that subjects waited for the Bell and duri ng thi s 

66. 
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Wait time were able to consolidate their position and thoughts before 

detecti ng the change and se lecting an acti on. The fifth si gnifi cant 

interaction in the ANOVA summary table is the BOA interaction. This is 

an 'interaction between Task, Task Order and Period. It is almost 

impossible to draw and totally impossible to interpret., 

3.2.2 Input times Experiment 1 ANOVA 

Fig 9 shows the analysis of variance summary table as produced by the 

computer program. As wi th the I~ai t ti mes the fi rst and mos t important 

significant effect is that due to'subjects. The second significant 

effect is an interaction bet~een Task and Task Order similar to the 

Wait time. In this case hOl'lever it is the Bell task that is different. 

Fig 10 shows this interaction graphically and indicates that 

i r~especti ve of Task Order there is no si gnifi cant difference in the Input 

times for the No Bell task; When the Bell task is done there is a 

si~nificant decrease in Input time when the 'Bell task is done second 

compared with ~Ihen it is done first. It should also be noted that when 
• 

the Bell task is done first there is a higher Input time than either 

of the No Bell tasks but when the Bell task is done second there is a 

lower Input time than either of the No Bell tasks. 

The third significant effect is that due to Commands. p < 0.01; this 
; 

is ish own graphi ca lly in Fi g 11. A pos t hoc compari son shows that the ON. 
I 

OF~, and ADD commands are si gnlfi cantly different in thei r Input ti mes 
, , 

to .the STATUS. SUPPLY, DEf.tAND and SCORE commands. The reason for thi s 
I , 

is that the ON. OFF 3r .. ' ; ,.i:; C0;i\;nands cannot be used effectively 
.. .:,. 

\~i thout parameters and that the addi ti on of these parameters wi 11 increase 
... , .... 

the Input time. It is interesting to note that the only other command .. ,.: ... , ' .. " .. 
that was parameterised at all was the DEMAND command and that this is 

67. 
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Source of Variation Sum OF Mean 
Squares Square 

S = Subjects 470.9 7 67.3 
A = Task order 38.4 1 38.4 
R = Subjects within groups 432.6 6 72.1 

B. = Task 5.7 1 5.7 
BS = BXS , 34.6 7. 4.9 

i BA = BXA 26.0 1 26.0 
R = BX Subjects \~i thi n; groups 8.6 6 1.4 

C, = Commands 516.9 6 86.1 
CS = CXS 889.5 42 21.2 

; CA = CXA 125.7 6 20.9 
R = CX Subjects within groups 763.8 36 21.2 

O. = Periods 214.1 5 42.8 
OS = OXS 170.5 35 4.9 

OA = OXA 27.2 . 5 5.4 
R = OX Subjects within ~roups 143.3 30 4.8 

BC = BXC 23.4 6 3.9 
BC S = BXCXS 170.9 42 4.1 

BCA = BXCXA 51.9 6 8.6 
R = BCX Subjects within groups 119.1 36 3.3 

BD = BXO 13.4 5 2.7 
Bri S = BXOXS 193.8 35 5.5 

BOA = BXOXA 76.4 5 15.3 
; R = BOX Subjects within groups 117.4 . 30 3.9 

CO = CXO 250.4 30 8.3 
cri S = CXOXS 689. i 210 3.3 . 

COA = CXOXA 48.4 30 1.6 
: R = COX Subjects within groups 640.8 180 3.6 

BC 0 = BXCXO 99.8 80 3.3 
BC OS = BXCXOXS 929.2 210 4.4 

BCDA = BXCXOXA 197.1 30 6.6 
R = BCDX Subjects within groups 732.1 180 4.0 

. 

Total 4672 .6 671 
.. .. 

Analysis of Variance for Input Times Experiment 1 

F,ig 9 

68. 

F Prob 

16.5 <0.01 

4.03 
3.5 

18.04 0.006 

4.06-<0:-01 

8.96 <0.01 

1. 14 

2.61 0.033 

1.414 
3.9 0.008 

2'.3 <0.01 
. 

• 
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slightly higher than the other non-parameterised c·ommands. 

The fourth significant effect is that due to Periods, p < 0.01. This 

is sho.-in graphically in Fig 12, which shows that over the 6-5 minute 

pehods there is a decrease in the time taken to input Commands. 

Th~re are 3 other significant interactions that are difficult to 

explain, these are: a Task-Conmand-Task Order Interaction p < 0.03, 
, -- .. ~ -.~.-. 

a Task-Period-Task Order fnteraction p = 0.008 and a Command-Period 

interation, p < 0.01. Considerable further analysis will be necessary 

to understand these effects. 

3.2.3 Wait times + Input times for Experiment 1 ANOVA 

Fig 13 shows the summary table produced by the computer program for the 

sum of the Wait times and Input times previously analysed separately. 

SU,bjects have highly significant effect; p < 0.01. The second 

s\gnificant interaction is the Task-Task Order interaction shown 

graphically in Fig 14 and'is in fact an almost exact combination of 

the Input time and Wait time graphs. Showing both the effect of 

decrease in Input time due to the Bell task and the difference in the 

No Bell Wait time due to Task Order. 

A third significant interaction is the Command effect p < 0.01 .shown 

graphically in Fig 15 .. This is similar to the Wait time graph Fig 7 , 

bri ng reduced slightly by the si mil ari ty between ON and OFF commands due 

to the Input time effect. Perhaps the most striking effect is that 
r 

due to Periods Fig 16 with p < 0.01. This shows an overall decrease 

if! Input and Wait time of some 22% over the trial. There is one 

. further interaction Ta?k-Periods-Task Order p = 0.011 which is 

uninterp,retable. It is notable that the ·factor of subjects has a highly 
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Source of Vari ati on Sum DF Mean F Prob Squares Square 

S = Subjects 2137.0 7 305.3 8.96 <0.01 
A = Task order 19.3 1 19.3 

, R = Subjects withi n groups 2117.7 6 352.9 

B = Task .4 1 .4 
BS' = BXS 667.3 7 95.3 

BA = BXA 374.6 1 374.6 7.67 0.032 
R = BX Subjects within groups 292.7 6 48.8 

C • = Commands 5077 . 2 6 846.2 5.417 <0.01 
CS = CXS 6130.5 42 145.9 

CA = CXA 507.6 6 84.6 
R = CX Subjects within groups 5622.9 36 156.2 

D = Periods 380.5 5 76.1 3.38. <0.05 
DS = DXS 606.7 35 17.3 

DA = DXA 11.3 5 2.3 
R = DX Subjects within groups 595.4 30 19.8 

BC = BXC 488.2 6 81.4 1.67 
BC S = BXCXS 2124.1 42 50.6 

BCA = BXCXA 370.5 6 61.7 1.26 
R = BCX Subjects within groups 1753.6 36 48.7 

BD = BXD 42.4 5 8.5 
BD = BXDXS 1331. 2 35 38.0 

BDA = 6XDXA 502.6 5 100.5 3.64 0.011 
R = BDX Subjects within groups 828.6 30 27.6 

CD = CXD 1124.4 30 37.5 
CD S = CXDXS 6429.6 210 30.6 

CDA = CXDXA 523.5 30 17.4 
, R = CDX Subjects withi n groups 5906.1 180 32.8 

BC D = BXCXD 850.0 30 28.3 
BC DS = BXCXDXS 6737.9 210 32.1 

BCDA = BXCXDXA 611.6 30 20.4 
R = BCDX Subjects within groups 6126.3 180 34.0 

Total 34127.6 671 

Analysis of Variance for Wait and Input Times Experiment 1 

. v, 

,71. 
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significant effect but that none of the interaction effects that are 

significant include subjects as a factor. This means that conclusions 

can be dra\~n regardi ng other effects without worryi ng about i ndi vi dua 1 

di fferences. 

3.2.4 Wait Times Experiment 2 ANOVA 

Fig.ill ShONS the analysis of variance summary table for the Wait times 

for Experiment 2. Again subjects· have a highly significant effect on 

. Wait times. fl. second significant effect is that due to Task, p < 0.01: 

this is shown graphically in Fig 18 and shows that the TIC task Wait 

time is significantly lower than the SIC task Wait Times. Indicating 

that subjects thought more and therefore waited longer before command 

entry when they were in control of fhe changes. 

The third significant effect p < 0.01 is shown graphically in Fig 19 

which shows striking differences between command Wait times. OFF and 

ADD ,having the longest Wait times. This suggests that subjects did most 

of their thinking before selecting OFF or ADD. 

The 2 other interactions can best be considered together. They are a 

Commpnd-Task Order interaction, p = 0.013 as shown in Fig 20 and a 

Command-Task interaction, p < 0.05 shown in Fig 21. These 2 ShON how 

the previous effect due to Commands alone is made up. Taking the Command
(2) 

Task interaction first, this shows difference in command OFF time, it 

taking considerably longer ~o issue an OFF command in the SIC task. , 

Also highly signifi cant is the ADD(7) Wait time which is significantly 

long~r in the SIC task than in the TIC task. It is also interesting 

to note that the SCORE command(6) had a longer Wait time in the SIC 

task than in the TIC task. This is presumably because the SCORE command 
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Source of Variati.on 
Sum DF Squares 

S = Subjects 2460,1 7 
A = Task order 151.6 1 
R = Subjects within groups 2308.5 6 

B = Task 1421. 8 1 
US = BXS 1722.6 7, 

BA = BXA 46.7 1 
, R = BX Subjects within groups 1675.9 6 

C = Commands 10209.7 6 
CS = CXS 9101.0 42 

CA = CXA 3160.9 6 ' 
R = CX Subjects within groups 5940.1 36 

D = Periods 103.5 5 
DS = DXS .1946.8 35 , 

DA = DXA 486.9 5 
R = DX Subjects within groups 1459.9 30 

Bt = BXC ' . 3548.2 6 
B~ S = BXCXS 7620.8 42 

BCA = bXCXA 583.2 6 
R = BCX Subjects within groups 7037.6 36 

BD = BXD 178.9 5 
BD S = BXDXS 1526.5 32 

BDA = BXDXA 657.5 5 
R = BDX Subjects wi thi n groups 868.9 27 

CD = CXD 2161. 8 30 
Cp S = CXDXS 11585'.6 210 

CDA = CXDXi, 3206.1 30 
, R = CDX Subjects within groups 8379.6 180 

BC D = IlXCXD 1842.8 30 
BC DS = BXCXDXS 9069.4 192 

BCDA = BXCXDXA 1978.9 30 
\ 

R = BCDX.Subjects within groups 7090.5 162 

Total 64499.6 650 
J : , 

Analysis of Variance for Wait Times Experiment 2 

Fi g 17 

. , .~ 

74. 

Mean F Prob 
Square 

351.4 8.02 <0.01 
151 .6 
384:7 

1421 .8 5.09 <0.01 
246.1 
46.7 

279.3 
1701. 6 10.31 <0.01 
216.7 
526.8 3.19 0.013 
165.0 
20.7 
55.6 
97.4 2.00 
48.6 

591.4 3.00. <0:05 
181.4 . __ .-
97.2 

195.5 
35.9 
47.7 

131. 5 4.08 0.007 
32.2 
72.1 
55.2 -. 

106.9 2.29 0.001 
46.6 
61.4 
47.2 
66.0 
43.8 
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vias responsible for initiating a change in the SIC task and that 

therefore more thought and hence more time was needed before it was 

issued. The Task Order-Conulland interaction Fig 21 has the same effect 

for the OFF command. It is also apparent that when the SIC task was 

done before the TIC task more time was spent on the ADD commands than 

\~hen the TIC task was done before the SIC task. This indi cates that 

~Ihen the subjects had done the timebase initiated task first they felt 

less need to spend time on the ADD command than when they did the SIC 

task first. 

3.2.5 Input times Experiment 2 ANOVA 

Fi 9 22 shows the ana lys i s of vari ance summary tab le for the Input times 

for Experiment 2. Subjects again are a highly significant effect. 

The second significant effect is a Con~and effect. This is shown 

graphically in Fig 23. A post hoc comparison shows the On, OFF and ADD, 

are contributing significantly to the overall effect. This is due to 

the same effect as noti ced in Experiment 1, that these are the 

commands that have to be parameterized and therefore take longer to type. 

The third significant interaction is a period effect p < 0.01. This 

is,shown graphically in Fig 24. and is very similar in appearance to . , 
I 

Fig 12 for Experiment 1. It shows a decreasing input typing time over 

thr tri al. 

The fourth significant interaction is a Task-Command interaction and is 

shOlm graph·ically in Fig 25. This again shows the difference in the use 

of the ADD Command, much longer ti me bei ng spent on the ADD command in 

the SIC task than in the TIC task. It is also possible to suggest that 
1 ~ . .J 

the nearly identi cal values of ON and OFF Input times in the TIC task 

as ;compared \1i th the different Input times for the SIC tasks, were caused 
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Source of Variation Sum OF Mean F Prob Squares Square 

S = Subjects 497.3 7 71.0 13.11 <0.01 
A = Task order 13.2 1 13.2 
R = Subjects within groups 484.2 6 80.7 

B = Task 64.4 1 64.4 3.77 
BS = BXS 179.1 . 7 . 25.6 

BA = BXA 76.7 1 76.7 1.97 0.077 
R = BX Subjects within groups 102.4 6 17.1 

C = Commands 1446.1 6 241.0 16.56 <0.01-
CS = CXS 643.0 42 15.3 

CA = CXA 119.1 6 19.8 1.364 
R = CX Subjects within groups 523.9 36 14.6 

0 = Periods lB6.5 5 37.3 4.913<0.01 
OS =,OXS 298.9 35 8.5 

DA = OXA 71.2 5 14.2 1.87 
R = OX Subjects within groups 227.7 30 7.6 

BC = BXC 489.8 6 81.6 6.31 <0.01 
BC S = BXCXS 503.9 42 12.0 

BCA = BXCXA 38.3 6 6.4 
R = BCX Subjects within groups 465.6 36 12.9 

BO = BXO 99.9 5 19.9 2.27 
BO S = BXOXS 317.0 32 9.9 

BOA = BXOXA 79.5 5 15.9 1.8 
R = BOX Subjects wi thi n groups 237.5 27 8.8 

CO = CXD 304.7 30 10.2 
CO S CXOXS 1802.9 210 8.6 ' , 

COA = CXOXA 397.2 30 13.2 1.69 0.019 
R = COX Subjects within groups 1405.7 180 7.8 

BC 0 = BXCXO 331.5 30 11.0 
BC DS = BXC XDXS 1108.9 192 5.8 

BCDA = BXCXOXA 231.2 30 7.7 
.R = BCOX Subjects within groups 877.6 162 5.4 

Total 8273.9 640 . 

Analysis of Variance for Input times Experin~nt 2 

Fig 22 

j, . 
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by a difference in strategy. Some subjects in the SIC task adopted 

the strategy of turni ng a 11 the areas OFF then re-se lecti ng ON those 

areas required. This produces a shorter Input time for the command OFF and 

a longer Input time for the command ON. This strategy is not 

acceptable in the TIC task because of the continuous evaluation process. 

, 
3.2.6 Wait and Input Times Experiment 2'ANOVA 

Fig 26 shows the analysis of variance summary table for the addition 

of the Wait and Input times Experiment 2. Again subjects are a highly 

significant factor. All the effects shown in this summary table and 

depi cted graphi ca 11y in Fi gs 27-30 are due enti re ly to the observed 
-'.' ". . . 

Wait time effects and have no significant part due to the combination 
.' ". I , ,;, , 

of Wait and Input times. 

3.2.7 Summary of Analysis of Variance Data 

Taking Experiment 1 first,; it can be shown, 'with the Input time data, 

that there are differences in performance between the Bell and No Bell , 

task. Perhaps the most significant result is the Task-Task Order 

interaction of Fig 14 shO\~ing a combined interaction due to Input 

ti me and Vlait ti me, where' the Input typi ng ti me for the Bell task is 

significantly different due to Task Order and the Wait time for the No 

Bell is significantly different due to Task Order. The effects noted 

due to Command and Command-Task i nteracti on are predi ctab le and 

expected and show features. due to the Task under consideration. The , 

Pefiod effects are just th,ose to be expected in these types of, no 

pre-learning, experiments. In Experiment 2 the analysis of variance , 

teFhniques have shown a striking difference between the 2 tasks in terms 

of fJait time and some interesting effects of Command-Task and Command

Task Order interactions, indicating different strategies are. used for 

". ,.' .. 
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Source of Variation Sum DF .Mean F Prob Squares Square 

S = Subjects 4045.3 7 577 .9 10.7 <0.01 
A = Task order 75.4 1 75.4 
R = Subjects within groups 3969.8 6 661 .6 

B = Task 
, 2091.6 1 2091.6 5.12<0.01 

BS = BXS 2503.7 7, 357.7 , 
BA = BXA 55.2 1 55.2 

: R = BX Subjects within groups 2448.4 6 408.1 
C = COlllllands 1700l.0 6 2833.5 12.8 <0.01 
CS = CXS 12055.9 42 287.0 

CA = CXA 4134.7 6 689.1 3.13 0.014 
R = CX Subjects within groups 7921.1 36 220.0 

D = Peri ods 450.7 5 90.1 
DS = DXS 284l. 7 35 81.2 

DA = DXA 824.9 5 164.9 2.45 0.055 
R = DX Subjects within groups 2016.7 30 67.2 

BC = BXC 6034.5 6 1005.7 4.0 <0.01 
BC S = BXCXS 9624.5 42 229.1 

BCA = bXCXA 600.0 6 100.0 
R = SCX Subjects within groups 9024.5 36 250.7 

BD = BXD 336.8 5 67.4 
BD S = BXDXS 2455.2 32 76.7 

BDA = BXDXA' 999.9 5 199.9 3.7 0.011 
: R = BDZ Subjects within groups 1455.2 27 53.9 

CD = CXD 2725.1 30 90.8 1.31 
GD S = CXDXS 16968.6 210 80.8 

CDA = CXDXA 4323.9 30 150.8 2.18 0.001 
R = CDX Subjects wi thi n groups 12444.6 180 69.1 

BC D = BXCXD 2474.8 30 82.5 
BC DS = BXCXDXS 11461.3 192 59.7 

BCDA = axc XDXA 2743.5 30 91.4 . 
R = BCDX Subjects within groups 8717.8 162 53.8 

Total 93070.8 650 , 

. '-'. 

Analysis of Variance for Wait and Input times Experirrent 2 

'Fi g 26 
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task differing only in their relationship with time. 

3.3 Command Seguence Analysis 

Thi s ana lys is is concerned \'Iith i dentifyi ng the 5 trategi c and tacti ca 1 

decision processes that were used by the subjects. The analysis is 

founded on the premise that all the information needed to analyse the 

decision making strategies is contained within the sequence of command.s 

i ss'ued, as thi s is the on ly way the subject can i nfl uence the sys tern. 

As 'every command that was issued was recorded. evidence of the 

decision making strategies adopted must be contained within this 
, , 

recorded data. A preliminary look showed that subjects issued a large 

spectrum of total commands 'and it was obvious that looking at strings 

of up to 250 numbers was an ineffective.method of deciding whether 

there were repeating cyclic patterns either within or across subjects. 

To present the data in visual form 4 graphs 'were constructed one for 

ea9h group of subjects. These graphs are shown in Figs 31-34 corresponding 

to groups 1-4. The horizortal axis is time-based command sequence, real 

time being removed. The·:different lengths of the graphs representing 

the different numbers of commands used by subjects. Ei ght separate 

graphs are plotted in each Figure except for Figs 31 and 32, 

unfortunately the computer destroyed the data for one half of one subject 

in ,each of groups 1 and 2, after the ana lys is of vari ance tes ts were 

done. The identification on the left of each of the 8 graphs refers to 

subject number. group number and trial number. Within each of these 

sm~ll graphs the vertical ~xis is an arbitrary command number, the top 
, 

poi nt is ADD and the next ,i s SCORE then DEMAND, STATUS. SUPPLY, OFF and ON , 

do~m the axis. This axis is only nominal in its level of measurement. 

Th~se graphs then ·show the, pi cture of commands issued. 
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Some interesting points can be seen from these graphs. :Subject 9-1-]-, 

Fig 31 has long periods where only the command SCORE(6) was issued, 

thi·s is a monitoring strategy on the No Bell TIC task. Fig 32, 

subject 2-2-2 an interesting strategy can be seen oscillating between 

the SCORE command(6) and DEMAND command(5) through the trial. In Fig 33, 

subject 15-3-2 has a very regular pattern of commands issued. This is 

in fact a subject doing the on-line SIC task and therefore as events 

were under his control the pattern is much more cyclic. Subject 7-3-1 

on the same Figure adopted a purely oscillating strategy switching 

areas ON and OFF more or less at random'without any particular regard for 

their STATUS or DEMANDS in an attempt to balance the system. Another 

interesting point is that all subjects on their first trial have no 

pattern during the first 15 commands, after this some subjects begin 

to settle down to a recognisable pattern. 

, 
Careful observations were made of these 4 figures and from them likely 

sequence patterns were determined. The patterns were fed as Input data 

into a computer ~rogram whfch counted the frequency of occurrence of 

the, patterns across 'all subjects and groups. Of the 13 patterns' tried 

only' 3 showed significant differences across task groups. These \·/ere: 

1. A sequence of 6 score commands, which occurred only in 

the No Bell TIC task, it r~presents a monitoring strategy 

used in the absence of change feedback. Thi s is the on ly 

sequence that could differentiate between the Bell task and 

the No Bell task. 

2. A sequence SCORE, STATUS, ON or OFF, which occurred in 

the TIC tasks significantly more often than the SIC tasks. 

I suggest this is because in the SIC task most subjects used . . 

the all OFF strqtegy and hence had no need for status 
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i nformati on. 

3. A sequence SCORE, ON or OFF, SCORE, which never occurred 

in the SIC task. This sequence indicates action taken in 

a hurry·without consideration of demand or supply and this 

never happened in the SIC tasks. 

It is apparent that not all the information in these sequences has been 

. extracted. It was hoped that a selective approach would prove 

feasible but it is now apparent that a more exhaustive 'nunmer crunching' 

approach is necessary to maximise information from the available data. 

Other problems occur in this .sort of analysis; one is errors made by 

subjects in entering the wrong command, which alters the sequences. 

The minor transposition of orders in command sequences having little 

significance from a strategic viewpoint make sequence analysis very 

difficult. The third problem is that, in·the experiments as conducted, 

the subjects could look up in the· paper roll produced by the teletype 

information about previous decisions and occurrences, so that not every 

pie~e of informa~ion they used was requested from the computer. 

If it way could be found to negotiate these difficulties I am certain that 

co~and sequence analysis would yield valuable data regarding the 

decision making process of the subjects. 

3.4 Errors 

In both experir.Jents the subjects performance at optimisation was 

. recorded at 10 second intervals throughout the trial. This performance 

data is converted into an error score by an unusual technique. 

The, error score· used in all subsequent analysis is in fact composed by ... 
". .....,. '_ ..... L 

, .'. . .. ' 
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counti ng the number of ways opti mi sati ons coul d have been achi eved 

that \~ere better than the one actually ·chosen. This was done for 

errors of overloading and underloading. This technique has the advantage 

of yielding a relative score across subjects and tasks and does not 

depend on the numbers actually being manipulated. It is a measure of 

hoi~ much better the subject could have done at any"point in the trial. 

3.4.1 Errors agai ns t ti me 

The graphs in Fi gs 35-38 are based on the same axi s as the graphs of 

command sequence previ ous ly des cri bed .For each subject at each command. 

the error is plotted. The gr.aphs show the distribution of error 

scores. the verti cal lines across the graphs represent changes in the 

system caused either by the subject for SIC tasks or by the system for 

TIC tasks. Comparing the 2 sets of graphs it can be seen that when , 

subjects had a continuous sequence of 6 'SCORE's' as in Fig 31. subject 
, 

9-'1-1 then in the error scores Fi g 35. subject 9-1-1 the error is zero. 

A count ~Ias made of zero crossings and error reversals but no 

si~nificance could be detected across groups. although there was a 

significant difference between subjects p <.01 for both measures. 

SIEGEL (1959). 

3.4.2 Cumulative error scores 

Th~ picture presented by the plots of errors is son-ewhat confused and 

to make the interpretation. more understandable the results \'Iere plotted 

on:a cumulative basis. Figs 1-6 in Annex C show the absolute cumulative 

suI]1 (cusum) of the errors for each group on each tri al at la second 

intervals. Absolute, in this context, means that the direction of the 

error.(overload or unde~load)is ignored and.all errors treated alike. 

As can be seen from the graphs the errors cumulated steadily throughout 
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the task after an i niti a 1 early rush. The mai n slope of the graphs 

represents the subjects toleration of error and can be seen to be very 

nearly the same for all subjects. The terminal values for each subjects 

error score for each group v/as compared using x2 test and no 

significant different across subjects, p < 0.2 could be determined. 

To simplify the appreciatipn of the inter-group differences; the mean 

of each group was calculated and is plotted in Fig 39. This includes 

all the trials done with the TIC task including those done in 

Experi ment 2. 

It can be seen that the worst error performance was achieved by the , 
2 groups who did the TIC No Bell task first, Group 1 Trial 1 and 

Group 3 Tri a 1 1. There is no si gnifi cant di fference between these curves, 

i ndi cati ng a cons i s tency of results across the 2 experi ments. 

Considering the second trials of Experiment 1 the best performance of all 

was achieved by Group 2 Trial 2. This is in fact the No Bell task on 

th,e second tri a 1 havi ng started with the Bell task. Thi s performance 

is significantly better than Group 1 Trial 2 who did the Bell task 

second. This indicates that the' Bell assists the subjects when they first 

try the tas k and perhaps induces a fa 1 se sense of ease v/hen present 

for the second task, there are other alternative explanations and 

further research is needed to understand these effects. The slopes on 

the graphs for the second trials Experiment 1 is considerably more shallcl'tl 

than the slopes for the other trials. This is ,certainly due'to a 

practice effect on the second trials. This slope change between first 

and second trials is not apparent for Group 4 Trial 2 who did an SIC 
;, . 

task, not shown graphically, first and then the TIC No Bell task. They 
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shoVl very little difference over the groups Vlho did the No Bell task 

first indicating no positive transfer of training between the SIC 

and TIC task. 

These errors have been plotted against time and do not include the error 

scores of the SIC groups. This is because the sub'jects doing the SIC 

task had a different objective from the subjects in the TIC task. 

HhcrCils the subjects i" the TIC tusk were asked to keep the error score 

at minimum all the time, the subjects doing the SIC tasks were only told 

to "get each stage as good'as possible before changing". They were not 

worried about large overloaps or underloads occurring betVleen changes. 

However both groups did have one objective in common; they Vlere both 

required to have the best possible optimisation just before a change 

occurred. In order to fully compare the 2 tasks the Mean Absolute 

Cusums were rep 1 otted agai ns t changes, as opposed to ti me. The graphs 

are shown in Fig 40 for Experiment 1 and Fig 41 for Experiment 2. 

Cqnsidering Fig 40 first there is virtually no difference in these plots 

compared with the plots against time of fig 39 indicating that it is 

reasonable to consider the errors when plotted against changes. In the 

gr,aphs for Experiment 2 in Fig 41,the plot for Group 3 Trial 1 is the 

same as it Vias in Fig 39, as is the plot for Group 4 Trial 2; this 

again supports the validity of plotting against changes as opposed to 

time. The 2 plots,for the SIC tasks Group 4 Trial 1 and Group 3 Trial 2 

show a dramati c di fference in shape compared wi th the TIC tasks. The 

slope is shallower during the initial stages and slopes at the end for 

the SIC tasks compared with the TIC tasks. This is certainly due to the 

subject taking considerably more care during the initial stages of the 

SIC task, thi s takes very;much more time than the even paced schedule 

,.. ' •• <. 
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of one mi nute woul d allow. Some subjects wai ted 6 mi nutes before 

making the first change. This meant that towards the end of the trial 

they \~ere pushed for time and had to rush the last optimisations 

giving much greater errors towards the end of the trial. 

Th~ graphs in Figs 40 and 41 are in fact the mean of the group of 

subjects. The actual i ndi,vi dua 1 s cores are shown in Annex D Fi gs 1-8. 

Annex E shows the individual plots by groups of the relative 

cumulati ve sums for the 2 experiments. These graphs are much more 

difficult to interpret than the absolute cusum graphs; however it can 

be seen that the subjects erred on the side of under10ading rather than 

on the side of overloading. This is due to the fact that the 

instructions stated that errors of overloading were considered to be 

twice as bad as errors of underloading. It does not appear that subjects 

were taking the instructions as literally as they might have done. 

Th~ errors of underloading tolerated are considerably more than twice 

thl" value of the errors of overloading that were tolerated. 

3.5 Command usage 

As part of the command sequence analysis the actual usage of individual 

commands utilised in terms of frequency of occurrence. For the command 

ON. there \'/ere significantly more for Group 3 Trial 1 and Group 4 Trial 2; 

however I believe this to be due to exceptionally high scores 

attributable to 2 separate subjects rather than an experimental effect. 

For the command OFF the same effect on Group 3 Tri all and Group 4 
;. 

Trial 2 occurs' due to the high individual ~sage of 2 subjects. There 
f , 

is,"~ "jgnificant difference p = .47 ben/een the ON and OFF conunands 

across groups; thi s is to be expected. For the command SUPPLY there was 

significantly less usage p < 0.01, of SUPPLY in the No Bell conditions 

in both experiments compared with ~~e Bell and SIC tasks. 
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For the command STATUS there is an exceptionally low number of STATUS 

commands for the SIC conditi on as opposed to the other conditi ons . 

This is primarily due to the use of the all OFF strategy within the 

SIC tasks, see Section 3.2.5, the subjects no~ then needing status 

i nformati on. For the command DEf-lAND no across group pattern emerges 

but it is interesting to note that one subject used the DEMAND command 

49, times whereas the mean for the subjects was 20. For the command 

SCORE it is not possible to consider the SIC task as there were exactly 

30 changes for each subject. For the TIC task there were 

significantly more demands SCORE in the No Bell condition than in the Bell 

condition (p<O.(J,l);, this is que to the need to monitor using the SCORE 

command in the No Bell task. For the command ADD there was an 

ex~eptionally high number of commands ADD issued in Group 4 Trial 1, 

th~ SIC task on the fi rs t ,tri a 1, in fact more c'ommands ADD than all 

other conditions added together. The use of the command ADD when the 

SIC task was done second, Group 3 Trial 2, was not significantly 

different from all other conditions. This discrepancy between the 2 

SIC conditions is almost certainly due to a transfer of training effect 

where it was not felt necessary to use the ADD command to assist with 

the arithmetic after having done the TIC task, but without having done 

thl? TIC task the SIC subjects thought it useful to use. This result 

~/a~ not due to one subject but ~/as spread evenly over all 4 subjects. 

The command usage shows cons i derab le subject i ndividua 1 difference and 

al?o,for certain commands,differences between groups and trials. 

3.6 Interrupts 

As described earlier the subjects had the ability to interrupt the 

computer's output ~Iheneyer they chose. The commands that it \'/as possible 

to, interrupt were the listing commands; SUPPLY, STATUS, DEMAND, SCORE .. '~ 
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and ADD. Of these only 2 were ever interrupted. these were STATUS 

and DEWIND. \~hi ch are the 2 commands produci ng the 1 onges t 1 i s ts. 

STATUS was interrupted on ly very occasi ona lly and no concl us ions can 

be drawn from such little data. The command DEMAND was however 

interrupted fairly frequentlY. Two experimental groups used more 

than 80% of all interrupts; Group 4 Tri all. the SIC task fi rs t. used 

50% of a 11 the interrupts to the command DEI-lAND and Group 2 Tri all 

the TIC with Bell task first,used another 30% of the total interrupts. 

These results were not due to individual scores but were evenly 

di s tributed acorss a 11 subjects. ' 

I believe these results can be explained in 2 parts; firstly the large 

usage of interrupts only occurs on the first trial. so I presume 

the subjects to be using this interrupt facility to keep up with the 

tasksjand after they had settled down and found the 'pace' of the 

experiments they did not need to use interrupts so often. Secondly. 

these large rumber of interrupts was only used on the tasks where the 

s'~bject knew a change had occurred and suggests that subjects were 

s~opping the output when they saw the change that they knew had occurred. 

There is obviously a need to allow the user to interrupt a computer's 

output. especi ally when he has seen ~Ihat he wants or when he has 
. ,; 

entered an erroneous command. 

3.7 Ques ti onnai re 

Subjects were ,given 2 questionnaires by interview. The first before the ex 

e~iment was designed to determine their experience with computers; they 

were asked how many times they had used a teletype or interacted with a , 

computer. ~Ihat 1 anguages they knew, and thei r general experi ence of 
, • • l 

computers. They were ranked by the experimenter in' his opinion as to 
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thei r experience. These rankings were compared with their error 

performance on each trial; no significant correlation was detected 

with Spearmans rank correlation coefficient on either of the trials; 

(r = .3 for first trial and r = .5 for second trial). 

After the experiement the subjects were asked questions regarding the 

experiment. 

They generally had no difficulty understanding the functions of the command 

or .their application and had no difficulty with the command system. When 

asked whether the changes in the TIC task were regular or irregular, most 

subjects (94%) said they were irregular. The subjects were asked what they 

thought the average change interval was and stated a range 3-5 minutes 

between changes, the actual being exactly 1 minute all the time. An open 

ended question was asked regarding the strategies employed in order to gain 

further evi dence to support poss i b le so 1 uti on a 19ori thms. Subjects ~Iere 

also asked which of the 2 tasks they found easier. For Experiment 1, 3 

subjects said they found the No Bell task easier and 5 said they found the 

Bel'l task easier. For ExpE\riment 2, 4 subjects preferred the SIC task 

and,4 the TIC task. 'There is no apparent interaction between performance 

and Task Order. 

3.8 Aspiration AnalYSis 

Taking the statements made during the command sequence analysis a 

step further. It would appear that the sequence of commands issued and 

their relation to the error score at that time should determine which 

tactics the subjects adopted for the next period. It is suggested 

that if the subjects had a tolerable error score they would not change 

anything. If the error score was large, then they would go through a 

process of detection and correction of errors. If however the error 

score was enormous they would take some emergency correcti ve acti on. 
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Figs 42 and 43 shol'l a computer analysis for 2 subjects on individual 

trials. On the far left is the sequence of con~ands issued. The 6 in 

column 2 is the SCORE command to which the subjects received the value 

of error shown in the column after the command sequence. For this 

score value the command before the s core command in column 2 and the 

8 subsequent commands make up the cO[llmand sequence.· The commands are 

plotted dCl'lln the page for each SCORE command issued. To the ri ght 

is a graph of the analogue value of the score command. The centre 

line is zero error, to the·left is overloaded to the right is underloaded. 

The scores greater than 1000 indicate an error of overloading of 

value equal to score minus 1000. 
.... .:. 

An algorithm was developed to plot a C in the correct analogue position 

for the score when the con~ands issued after the SCORE command were 

either STATUS, SUPPLY or DE~ND followed by ON or OFF, indicating some 

data collection and a calculated change. Th'e computer plots a 'U' 

for unchanged when the command followi ng a SCORE before the next SCORE 

diq not include an ON or OfF command. It plotted an X for emergency 

change when the commands i mmedi ate ly fo llowi ng the SCORE were ON or 

OFF. 

This algorithm was developed over a number of iterations and is at 

this time the most likely simple representation of the subjects 

decision making. It was hoped that it would be possible to draw on the 

graph the line determining the thresholds of toleration of error or 

aspiration of the subjects, with all the 'U's.near the centre, the 'C's 

to\·(ards the outside,and the 'X's at the extreme. However it can be 

seen that this did n~t entirely work. The main problems in this. type of 

analysis are that subjects make errors, that not all information is 
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recorded,and that the command sequence is time related but this is not 

reflected in this analysis. This sort of analysis could yield valuable 

insight into the decision making processes if these problems can be 

reso 1 ved. 

3.9 Summary of Results 

This summary identifies from the preceding sections those results having 

most significance. It makes no attempt at explaining or relating the 

different measures. this is done during the discussions in Part 4. 

3.9.1 Experiment 1 

1. In the Analysis of Variance for all task conditions 

there 11as a significant difference in task Wait and Input 

times due to subject differences. 

2. Fig 6 shows a significant interaction between Task and 

Task Order due to a much shorte'r Wait time for the No Bell 

task vlhen it 11as done second compared wi th when it vias 

done fi rs t. and 'no si mi 1 ar difference in the Be 11 Wait ti mes. 

3. Fi g 7 shows the command OFF havi ng a much longer Wai t 

time than other commands. 

4. Fig8 shows the' effect ,noted in 3 above to be task 

dependent and that No Bell task OFF fJait time vias longer 

th an the Be 11 tas k OFF fJa it ti me • 

5. Fi g 11 shovls the commands OFF, Oi~ and ADD have a 

significantly longer Input time than other commands. 

6. Fi 9 16 shows a decrease in Wai t and Input time over the 

experiment. 

7. In the command sequence ana 1ysi s the No Bell tasks had 

many occas ions duri ng "'hi ch the SCORE command was repeated. 
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3.9.2 

8. In the cumulative error analysis the errors on the first 

task were nearly equal, regardless of which task was done 

first, Fig 40. 

9. Fig 40 also shoVls the second task error scores 

to be better than the first task. 

10. The bes terror s cores were achi eved 'by the group 

who di d the No Be 11 tas k second. 

Experiment 2 

1. In the Analysis of Variance for all task conditions 

there was a significant difference in task Wait and Input 

times due to subject differences. 

2. The mean Wait time for the SIC task was almost twice 

the mean Wait time for the TIC task, Fig 18. 

3. The commands OFF and ADD had significantly longer 

Wait times than other commands, Fig 19. 

4. The ADD command on the SIC task Wait time was 

significantly longer than the other commands, when it was done 

fi rs t, Fi gs 20 and 2l. 

5. Fi g 23 shoVls the commands OFF, ON and ADD to have had 

significantly longer Input times. 

6. Fig 24 shows a reduction in Input time as the experiment 

progressed. 

7. There was a difference in the ON and OFF Input times for 

the SIC task that Vias not apparent for the TIC task, Fi g 25. 

8. The ADD command had a much longer Input time in the SIC 

task than the TIC task, Fig 25. 

g. The command sequence analysis shO\~s much more cyclic 

command sequences in the SIC task than the TIC task, Figs 33 and 

34. 
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3.9.3 

10. The command STATUS was not used nearly as much in 

the SIC task as in the TIC task. 

11. The sequence SCORE, ON or OFF, SCORE never occurred 

in the SIC task. 

12. The cumulative error curves have a different shape 

for the SIC task than the TIC tasks, Fig 41. 

Across Experi ments 

1. The command DE~1AND was interrupted often mainly by 

Groups 4 Trial 1 and Groups 2 Trial 1. 

2. Subjects we~e divided evenly in their preferences for 

task conditions. 



PART 4 

, DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS ' 
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4.1 Discussions 

4.1.1 Experiment 1 

The object of Experiment 1 was to determine the effect of information 

concerning the occurrence of a change in the state of the system on 

the subjects performance at an optimisation task. It is clear from 

the data that there is an effect specifically due to' the presence or 

absence of this feedback information. When the subjects were not given 

feedback information they had no means of knOWing when,or if, a 

change had occurred, without exami ni ng the system .. Consequently they 

adopted a monitoring strategy designed to detect a change when it 

occurred. Thei r strategy was· in fact s 1 i ghtly more sophi s ti cated 

and was desi gned. to show not only v/hen any. change occurred., but when a 

change occurred that affected their optimisation. Their strategy was. 

to simply type SCORE, hence demanding feedback, at regular intervals 

ev'idence that this strategy occurred is gi'ven in Figs 31-34 where long 

peri ods can be seen when on ly the command SCORE \~as used, thes e peri ods 

coinciding with periods of negligible error, as shown in F.igs 35-38. 

Substantiating evidence is given by the command usage analysis showing 

many more commands SCORE in the No Bell task than in the Bell task. 

I believe there is evidence to show that the adoption of this monitoring 

strategy caused a decrement in overall task performance; this can be 

shown \·/ith reference to a tactic used by the subjects to assist them 

doing the task. It is evident from the data in Fig 7 that the command 

OFF had a much longer liait time than any other commands. The post-test 

questionnaire indicated that this was due to the subjects, when they 

needed to re-allocate areas, working out the complete optimisation then 

selecting those areas they needed OFF first, before selecting ON those 

areas needed to complete the re-allocation. This ta~tic'was also 
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ne cessary in order to comp ly wi th the ins tructi ons, tha terrors 

of overloading were worse than errors of underloading. Fig 8 shows 

the effect of Fi g 7 to be task dependent. It shows that the 1 arger 

porti on of the Wai t ti me for the OFF command was used in the No Bell 

condi ti on. I sugges t thi s sha.·/s a pena lty due to the adopti on of the 

moni tori ng tacti c. When the subjects could wait for the Bell to 

ring they used this time to consolidate their position and hence needed 

to ~/ait a shorter time before commencing a re-allocation than those 

subjects having No Bell who could not consolidate their position to 

the same extent. 

The evidence from the error scores does not support this hypothesis, 

in fact it may be seen as contradicting it. Fig 40 shows that on the first 

trial the error scores are· nearly identical regardless of task, and 

that both the second ~rials are better than the first trials. It also 

shows that the error score=, for the No Bell 'task when done second are 
, 

LESS than the error scores for the Bell task when it is done second, 

contrary perhaps to expectation., However I suggest that this is 

evidence of an 'expected difficulty' phenomenon. The subjects who did 

the No Bell task fi rst expected their second trial, with the Bell, 

to be easier; and the subjects having done the Dell task first 

concentrated harder when expecting no assistance from the Bell. This 

is supported by the observation that the majority of the difference is 

in the very early stages before they had time to settle dO~tn to the 

tas,ks. I' suggest that the error score evidence is inconclusive when 

considering the monitoring hypothesis. 

,ii thi n Experi ment 1 there is evi dence not contri buti ng di rectly to 

the feedback problem that is nevertheless important. The observed 

Task-Task Order interaction shown in Fig 6 is very difficult to explain. 
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The effect stated again is this: 

1. The mean Wait time for 4 subjects on the Bell task, 

across Commands and Periods, is unaffected by Task Order . 

. 2. The mean Wait time for 4 subjects when the No Bell 

task is done first, across Commands and 'Periods, is 

signifi cantly longer than the Bell task'. 

3. The mean Wait time for 4 subjects ~Ihen the No Bell task 

is done second, across Commands and Periods, is significantly 

shorter than the Bell task. 

The most reasonable explanation I can offer is as follows .. In both 

Task Orders there was a reducti on in the mean Wait ti me on the, second 

trial from the first trial of approximately 1 second. Combined with 

this the subjects doing the Bell task on the first trial started off 

l'Ii th a lovler mean Wait time than the subjects doing the No Bell task 

first. This \'Iould indicate the presence' of Bell feedback having a 

marked effect on the first trials. 

From these results I would conclude that there is evidence to show 

both tactical differences in the approach subjects had to the tasks, 

due to feedback concerning the occurrence of a change of state in the 

system but that the evidence is confounded to a certain extent by the 

effects of the task'itself and the problem solving strategy adopted by 

the subjects. 

4.1.2 Experi ment 2 

The object of Experiment 2 was to study the effects of different time 

structures on identical tasks. It is clear from the data that the 

different time structur~s elicit different tactics and strategy from 

the subjects and produce real performanc differences. It is clear 

from the data that the group doing the TIC task first are in no 
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respect s~gni ficantly different from the group doing the No Bell 

TIC task first in Experiment 1, providing a useful validation of 

some of the Experiment 1 effects. 

The most dramati c di fference between the tasks is shOVln in the Task 

effect of 'Fi g 18. Thi s sh O~/S that the mean Wait time, across 

Subjects, Commands and Periods, was twice as long for the SIC task as 

for the TIC task. This is certainly due to the subjects in the SIC 

'. task deliberating much longer than the TIC subjects before issuing a 

command and partly due to the effect of the monitoring strategy 

used in the TIC task, the subjects using many SCORE commands with 

short Wait times. This hypothesis is substantiated by the evidence 

from the command sequence analysis showing the sequence SCORE, 

ON or OFF, SCORE, indicating action taken in a hurry without 

data, whi ch never occurred ,in the SIC task. 

The subjects used different tactics in their approach to the 2 tasks; 

in both tasks they selected areas OFF before re-selecting areas ON. 

In the SIC task they turned ALL the areas OFF by us i ng the default 

opti on to the command, no areas in the parameter 1 i s t. T hi s was not 

a permissible tactic to use in the TIC,as it caused massive errors 

of underloading during the period before areas were re-selected ON. 

Evidence to support these observations can be found in the command 

usage analysis ~/hi ch found a significantly lower number of occasions 

on IO/hi ch the command STATUS was used" If they turned ALL areas OFF 

they knew exactly I~hat their status was. Evidence is also available 

in Fi g 25 whi ch shows a si gnifi cant reducti on in the Input ti me for 

the OFF command compared I'li th the ON command, showing that fewer 

parameters were used, usually none. The same graph for the TIC task 
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sl1o'.'ls no difference in the Input time for the ON and OFF command, 

indicating that both commands were paramterised to the same extent. 

The cumulative error analysis shows considerable effects due to the 

differences in tasks. The most obvious feature of Fig 41 is the 

totally different shape of the TIC curves from the·.SIC curves. This 

shails the TIC curves, Group 4 Tri a 1 2 and Group 3 Tri all, have a 

shape si mi 1 ar to the CUIl1U 1 ati ve error scores in Experi ment 1, wi th a 

high initial slope and a gradual reduction in slop as the experiment 

progresses. The SIC curves, Group 4 Trial 1 and Group 3 Trial 2, 

however have a shallow initial slope which gets increasingly sharper 

towards the end of the experiment. I suggest this is because the 

supjects took much more care in the early stages of the SIC task than the 

TIC task subjects were able to, but that this extra care meant they 

had to take much longer over each optimisation than an even paced 

schedule of optimisations would allow. This made them short of time 

at the end and they had to rush to get the experiment finished, 

producing more errors. Fig 41 also shows evidence in differential 

transfer of training between tasks. The subjects who did the SIC task 

second had a better error performance than those who did the SIC task 

first showing some positive transfer of training between TIC and SIC 

tasks. On the other hand subjects who did the No Bell task second, 

having done the SIC task first did not do as well on the second trial 

as those subjects in Experiment 1 on their second trial. This shows 

less positive transfer of training between SIC and TIC than there was 

between TIC No Bell and TIC Bell in Experiment 1. 

The indications in the previous paragraph that the subjects in the SIC 

task ~Iere trying too hard is supported by the data shown in Figs 20 and 
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21. These fi gures show an extremely complex i nteracti on centred 

around the ADD cowmand. Fig 20 shows an extremely long Wait time 

for the ADD command in the SIC task compared with the TIC task. 

Fig 21 shows that this Wait time was longest when the SIC task was 

done fi rst, this corresponds to Group 4 Trial 1. 

If the ADD command, a command designed to make the tasks easier, 

should require such a long Wait time this must be interpreted as 

the subjects trying too hard to get a perfect optimisation. 

4.1.3 Both Experiments 

There were 3 other fi ndi ngs regarding task performance that were 

common to both experiments and reflect the nature of the task and 

its imp lementati on. 

, 
The subjects had' no 'trai ni ng before these experimen ts and they woul d 

be expected to show a practice effect. This did occur and the 

evidence can be seen in Figs 12, 16 and 24, all showing a reduction 

in the ti me before a command ~/as issued as the tas ks progressed. 

,Another Significant finding of this'thesis contradicts the findings 

of WEINBERG (1972). In studying the effects of parameters added 

to command words he found that adding parameters to commands increased 

the speed of entry by 30% over single commands but produced 3 times 

the number of errors. The evi dence of Fi gs 11 and 23 shows an increase 

in entry time of approximately 3 times when a command had to be 

parameteri sed. Thi s does not mean ~lE INBERG \'/as wrong but more 1 i ke ly 

that pararr~terisation is, command and task specific in its effects. 
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An important finding of this thesis, not related at all to the tasks 

under discussion, concerned the use of the interrupt facility. 

The facility to interrupt the computers output at any time by pushing 

any key Vias included in the task implementation simply because the 

author, in his role as an experienced computer user, was frustrated 

when, having issued an erroneous command, he could not stop the 

computer from completing the command. The command was used extensivel)/. 

by the naive subjects who did the ta,sk but only on one conunand, 

DEI-1AND; and mainly by 2 groups, the group doing the SIC task first 

'and the group doing the Bell task first. These findings must be 

confi rmed and expl ai ned by further research, but the message to a 11 

computer designers is clear. If the use of an interrupt ~/Ould not 

produce an i rrecoverab le error. the user should have the facil i ty to 

,over-ride the output and shut the computer up. 

4.1.4 Meas ures 

The measure of Wait and Input response times analysed with Analysis 

of Vari ance techniques proved to be a very powerful method of 

establishing differences in task performances. There is apparently 

no need to combine the Input and Wait times together, no useful 

addi, ti ona 1 i nformati on bei ng obtai ned. The Ana lys is of V ari ance 

gave a good insight to the complex interactions that are inevitable 

in such tasks as these. 

The command sequence analysis as described was disappointing. The 

promise shOVled by the graphs to distinguish patterns of activity was not 

carried on to provide an absolutely defined measure. Considerably 

more 110rk needs to be done on such sequence analysis before this type 

of analysis can yield the information that is so obviously there. 
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The error scores, particularly the way the error was calculated, 

proved to be an attractive measure. However it will not always be , 
possible in future experiments to judge the number of better \'lays 

a subject could have performed. This may make the error scores more 

'dependent on the tasks, and numbers involved in the task,than those 

reported here. The pri nci p le of cumul ati ve sum error scores seems to 

be by far the best way of presenting and interpreting this sort of 

error data. 

The command usage ana lys is was not expected to prove parti cul arly 

dramatic and indeed these expectations were fulfilled; nevertheless 

it gi ves a useful i ndi cati on of the tacti cs adopted by the subjects. 

In fact the first i ndi cati on of the all OFF tactic was from the 

command usage analysis, by showing'that some subjects never used 

the STATUS command. 

The aspiration analysis shows great promise but at this stage it is 

impossible to tell whether the promise will come to anything. 

4.1.5 Tasks 

The main problem facing the author and future experimenters in this 

field is the problem of the degree of dependence the answers have on 

the specific task studied. If the object of.the experiments is to 

generalise investigatory research then the task used must be kept as 

simple and as straightforward as possible. I believe the goal of 

a universal standardised task for studying man-computer systems in 

all specific situations is unobtainable. This means that the 3 factors 

of controllability, measurability and realism have different weights 

depending on the aim of the experiment . 
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If the aim of the experiment is, as in this thesis, general 

investigatory research then controllability is of prime importance; 

however if the aim of the experiments is to solve task specific 

problems, then the prime requirement must be for realism. These 2 

conflicting requirements cannot be met by one generalised task. 

\·lhat can be said however is that the resource allocation task 

embodi es many of the features present in a 1 arge group of man-machi ne 

system problems 'and as such is a useful task environment for future 

study. 

4.2 Conclusions 

There were. 2 areas of this thesis that can, in retrospect, be seen to 

be mistakes. The first was the inadequate control of the tasks 

complexity and the second was the optimistic proposition that problem 

solving strategies could be predicted by simple models. 

Task complexity was inadequately conceived and implemented; there is 

obviously a need to control and measure the difficulty of the task but 

the scheme used was not satisfactory. It can be seen from the error 

score curves that the errors are more or less constant even though 

the task was allegedly getting more difficult. In future 

experiments of this type it must be possible to extract the variati'ons 

due to task difficulty from the performance data to prevent confounding, 

as. occurred in these experiments. 

The proposed models of possible solution algori thms, whi 1st convenient 

in theorY,l1ere just toosimple to predict the complex behaviour of 

the subjects. They must be greatly refined before they are any use to 

man-computer interaction research. 
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At a detailed level there were 2 significant findings from the 

thesis concerning parameterisations and interruptions. The apparent 

contradiction between the results of HEINBERG (1972) and those 

presented in this thesis give rise to thought and must be resolved 

by further experimentation, but it is possible that the contradiction 

occurs either because the results are task specific or because our 

fraQes of reference arenot coincident. The observations and results 

concerning the interruptions of the computers output have significant 

imp 1 i cati ons for the sys terns des i gners but more research, specifi ca lly 

directed in this area, is advisable before definite recommendations 

can be given. 

There are 2 main findings at a cognitive level, the first concerning 

feedback and the second concerning time. The provision of feedback 

to the subjects when the system changes its state could be regarded 

as augmented knowledge of results;if this is the case these results are 

in agreement with those reported by ANNETT (1969). The addition of 

feedback does 'improve' performance but the removal of feedback after 

training did not adversely affect performance. 

Perhaps the most important finding of these experiments is in the 

relationship betvleen tasks and time. Hhilst it ~Ias expected that 

different time structures would produce different tactics the 

differences were not expected to be so marked. This raises serious 

questions as to the ability of man to alter his strategies to cope 

with di ffererot ti me emphases. and to the des i rabil ity or otherwi se 

of changing task time relationships. It would appear that some 

supjects liked to be paced by the machine whilst other preferred to go 

at their o\"ln pace. T~is has implications for selection and 

trainin,!). Do people have different capabi lities under different time 
." 
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bases? If this experiment identifies 2 types of people how many 

more are there? Is time the most fundamental variable in man machine 

systems? 

r believe that this research has shown the approach and methodology 

described in this thesis to be viable in determining some of the 

problems of man-computer interaction. It is possible .to pursue 

investigatory research with such a task. and control it to a sufficient 

. degree. so that useful answers are obtained. r suggest this has not 

been achieved. previously. 

Undoubtedly the success or fa·i 1 ure of such research depends on a 

successfu·l balance between realism. controllability and measurability .. 

·To do pure investigatory research I believe it would be unwise to 

attempt to make the tasks any more realistic than the simple one 

used here as it may become uncontrollable~ However in a 

task specific problem situation a large amount of controllability 

could be 's acrifi ced in the pursui t of real i srn without commensurate 

loss of validity, but the results would then also be task specific 

and would not generalise to other situations. 

Before it is poss i b 1 e to measure the effi ci ency of man-computer 

interaction it is necessary to do further research in order to identify 

and control all relevant variables, to understand when a simulation 

is a realistic representation of the real world, and to quantify 

and, aggregate system performance measures into one single benefit term. 

r believe this thesis is one small step towards the achievement of 

these objectives. 
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t·jA I NR]) 

HUSAT LOUGHflOHOUGH UNIVERSITY 1972 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

THIS IS THE MAIN PROGRAi'l FOR THE REAL TmE \.JITH I3ELL "IRATE" TAB 
IT REClUIRES THE PROGRAl·; 'START' TO BE LOADED \HTH IT. 

COllr·lON ! 1('), ISUP, lP, IS, IL,MESS, ITIME, IRAND, ISUB, IGHP, IRUN,Xl 
DIMENSION IP(7),IS(7).IL(7).MESS(10.10).ICOM(250).IRAND(2.29). 
1 NTIME(750'.ITOT(250) 

c ZRRO ARRAYS THAT HOLD DATA 
DO 1000 1=1.250 

1000 

1 (101 

1 (102 
C 

I COl·; ( I )=0 
CO,HINUE 
DO 1001 1=1.750 
NTH,E(I)=0 
CONT INUE 
DO 1 c) 0:'. 1= 1 • 250 
ITOT( 1)=(1 
ZEHO INDICES 
INA=0 
INB=0 
INC=0 
IcjO=0 
110=0 

C CALL SET UP ROUTINE 
CALL START 

C THIS PAfn OF THE P1WGHAt1 CONTl10LS THE .HOUTING OF THE PBOGRAM 
C . BEF'OHE AND AFTEfl A COt1i',AND I S COMPLETED. TEST FOH !101lE THAN 
C 25(1 COM~jANDS. IF SO FINISH. 
90 Ic=r" 

IF(INA-750) 9.9.8 
8 CONTINUE 
S JMS FINISH 
9 CONTINUE 
C GET COMMAND 
S J/1S COMAND 
S DCA \N 

IC=0 
IE=0 

C THE ROUTINGS FOR COMMANDS ARE GIVEN BELOH 
C ON OF SU ST DE SC AD 

GOTO(10.11.30.40.50.60.70) N 
C TO 10 FOH COMMAND ON. TO 11 FOR COMMAND OFF 
10 L= 1 

GOTO 20 
1 1 L=0 
20 1=0 
21 1=1+1 

IF<I-8) 22.90.ge) 
22 E=IP(!) 

I"OO 90.90.23 
23 IS(i\)=L 

C 
C 
C 

GOTO 21 
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C 
30 
S 

TO 30 .Fall CQt',MAND SUPFLY 
CO~]T F\}UE 

CLl\; T.4D (5 
S J,;'S C\'mITE 
5 TAD \ISUI' ISUP?LY 
S Jl1S niB ITE 
5 TAD (6 IMESSAGE 6 
S Jl·,S CI-!RI TE 
5 Jr;,I" \ 90 
C TO LI0 FaH CQt"pj{.\.ND STATUS 
LIC1 1=0 
LI ! I = I + ! 

IF(I-B) Q2.90.90 
L12 !{=j?(J) 

L! 3 
S 
5 
5 
5 

5 
5 
S 
5 
S 

S 
5 
C 

IF'(j{) 90.98.L13 
CONTINUE 

L=IS(!{) 

CLMTAD (4 

J11S C i-m I TE 
TAD \!{ 
JPiS HiRITE 

CLMTAD \L 
SZM Jl'1? LL14 
CLMTAD (2 
Jl·jS C liR ITE 
Jl'lP \I.! 
CLA;TAD (I 
Jt-; 5 'C (·m IT E 
Jl'1P \41 

TO 50 F'OR COt-1MAND DEMAI'1D 
5(~ 1=0 
5! I=I+! 

52 

53 
5 
5 
5 
S 

5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

IF'(I-B) 52.90.90 
!{=IP(I) 
IF'(K) 90.90.53 
CONTINUE 

L=IL(!{) 

CLAJTAD (3 
Jl1S C \oiH ITE 
TAD \K 
J1;,S IHRITE 

CLA;TAD \L 
Jtr,s HiEITE 
lAD (6 
Jl-jS CHHITE: 
Jp,F \51 

IMESSAGE 4 

IAREA 

ISTATUS OF' SHITCH IS(K) 

111ESSAGE 2 

IMESSAGE I 

1t1ESSAGE 3 

IAREA 

IDEMAND VALUE 

1t1ESSAGE 6 
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C TO 60 FOR COMMAND SCORE 
60 1.400=0 

DO 62 1=1,7 
IFCISCI)) 62,62,61 

61 IADD=IADD+ILCI) 
62 
5 
S 

CONTINUE 
CLA;T!'.D CD8 
Ji'J S C \.jR IT E 

J=ISU?-IADD 
1=IABSCJ) 

/ir,ESSAGE 8 

S CLA;TAD \1 IDIFFEHENCE 
S JI"S HmITE 
S CLAiTAD C6 IMESSAGE 6 
5 Jl-J:j C\oJHITEiCLA 

IFC J) 63,90, 6L! 

63 CONTINUE 
S CLA; TAD C7 IMESSAGE 7 
S Ji·JS CI·jR ITE 
5 JMP \90 
64 CONT INUE 
S CLAn-AD (010 IME.5SAGE 10 
S J!;;S C':JHITE 
S .. i1.~p \ 90 
C TO 70 FOH COMMAND ADD 
70 IADD=0 

7 1 
'72 
73 
S 
5 
" .J 

S 
S ,. . .. 
S 
S 

DO 72 1 = 1,7 
J=!P( Il 
I?(J) 73,73,71 
11-,\DD= IfiIlD+ IL (J) 

CONT I[\]UE 
CONTINUE 

CLMTAD (09 
Jt,"j:; C\,.JH I 'lE 
TAD \IADD 
J~·~s I~-n1ITE 
TAD . C 6 
JMS C \oJR ITE 
Jt·1P \ 90 

IMESSAGE 9 

y ADD IT I ON 

IMESSAGE 6·' 
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C THI5 15 THE MAIN COt1~lAt\JD 5UBROUT INE 
5 COMAt\lD, >1 
C CLEAH PArtAl·jETER ARRAY 

100 
5 
5 
5 
5 
C 

DO lOG 1=1,7 
IP(I)=(1 

CLA 
6131 ICL5K: CHECK CLOCK FLAG 
S!{P;JMS CLOFF 
CLA 

HEAD ENTHY TIME AND STORE 
INA=INA+I 
NTII1E( INA)=110 ." 
110=0 

S CLA;TAD LIST 
S Dcn PNTH 
5 TAD (D-20 
S DCA COUNT 
S LOOPI, INC PNTR 
5 CLA;DCA I PNTR IZERO LI5T 
S 15Z COUNT 
S Jl1P LOOP I 
5 TAD (215 
5 Jl·lS TYPE 
5 TAD (212 10UTPUT "CR,LF,*" 
5 Ji1S TYPE 
5' TAD (252 
5 Jl·i5 TYPE 
5 HAITI, 6131 ICLSK 
5 5KP 
s Jl.jS CLOFF 

, 

,';, 

S K5F IHAIT FOR FIRST' KEY PUSH 
S Jl.jp \-lA IT 1 
5, CLA 
C HEAD TIIiE OF FIR5T KEY At\JD STOHE 

INA=INA+I 
NTIME( INA)=I 10 
110=0 

5 BEG IN, CLA;TAD LIST 
S DCA PNTR 
5 START, JM5 READ IGET CHARACTER 
5 DCA TEt1P 15TORE AND CHECK 
5 TAD TEMP 
5 TAD (-215 
S 5NA; JM'p RETUHN 1 "HETURN" 
5 CLA;TAD TEMP 
5 'fAD (-375 
5 5NA; JMP ALTt10 1 "ALT MODE" 
5 CLM TAD TEMP 
5 'fAD (-254 
5 5NA; Jl'!P OK 1 "," 
5 CLA;TAD TEMP 
5 TAD (-377 
5 SNM JNP RUJ30UT 1 "RUBOUT" 
S CLA;TAD TENP 
5 TAD (-240 
5 SNM JMP OK 1 "SPACE" 
S CLA;TAD TEMP 
S TAD (-261 
S SPA;JMP START 1 <"0" 
C 
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S CLA;TAD TEMP 
S VID (-270 
S SPA; elMP Ol{ / >"7" 
S CLAHAD TENP 
S TAD (-301 
S SPM elMP START / >"A" 
S CLA;TAD TEMP 
S TAD (-333 
S S11M elMP START / <"Z" 
S Ol{, CLA 

. , 

S INC PNTR 
S TAD PNTR 
S CIA ./ IF LIST FULL 
5 TAD LIST 
5 TAD (D21 
5 SNMelMP ENOUGH / elMP TO ENOUGH 
5 CLM T"AD TEMP 
5 JMS TYPE / IF NOT FULL 'ECHO' CHAR 
5 TAD TEMP 
5 DCA ·1 PNTR /A(IlD STORE IN LIST 
S Jl1P START· 
5 ENOUGH, STA /TO HERE ON 21ST CHAR 
5 TAD PNTH 
5 DCA PNTR 
5 LOOP2, JlIJS READ /ONCE IN THIS LOOP, ONLY 
5 DCA TEMP 
5 TAD TEMP , . 

!3 TAD (-215 
S SNA;elMP HETURN / "RETURN" OR 
5 CLM TAD TEMP 
5 TAD (-375 
5 SNM elMP AL TMO / "ALT MODE" OR 
S CLMTAD TEMP 
S TAD (-377 
!3 SNM elMP RUBOUT / "RUBOUT" , 
5 elMP LOOP2 / t.JILL GET YOU OUT 
5 HUBOUT, CLA /RUBOUT SEQUENCE 
5 TAD LIST 
S CIA 
5 TAD PNTH 
S SZA /AHE YOU RUBBING OUT PAST STABT 
5 Jl.iP RUBIT /NO: DELETE CHAR 
5 TAD (277 /YES: TYPE "1" 
5 JMS TYPE 
5 Jl1? STAHT 
S RUBIT, CLA 
S DCA I PNTR /ZERO LIST ELE1IJENT 
S STA 
S TAD PNTR 
S DCil ?NTR /HESET POINTER 
5 TAD (2LJ3 
S Jf1S TYPE / TYPE Ut) It 

r .o. JMP STAIn 
S PNTP., 0 
S TEM?~ 0 
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,-
'> CPAGE 25 
5 LIST. LIST 
S 0;0;0;0;9;0;0;0;0;0 1 INPUT CHARACTERS 

I '" 0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0 15TORED HERE -, 
I s 0; fJ 

( 5 RETURN" CLA;TAD (215 1 l'iHEN "RETUHN" 15 PU5HED 
S J115 TYPE 1 OUTPUT "CH,LF" 
5 TAD (212 
5 Ji1S TYPE 
,-
.:> TAD LI5T 
S DCA PNTH 
5 INC PNTH 
S TAD I I'NTH IGET 1ST CHAIl 
5 AND (0077 ------
S HTL; HTL; HTL 1 PACK IN BITS 0-5 OF \<}QRD I 
5 DCA HORDI 
5 INC PNTR 
5 TAD I PNTH IGET 2ND CHAR 
5 AND (0077 1 PACK IN BITS 6- 11 OF ~IORDI 

S TAD HOHDI 
5 DCA HanOI 
S INC PNTR ' •• j • ,1'1"", 

S TAD I PNTH 1 GET 3RD CHAR 
S AND (0077 
5 lULl HTL; RTL 1 PACK IN BITS 0- 5 OF ~IORD2 

S DCA HOHD2 
S INC PNTH 
S TAD I PNTR IGET llTH CHAR 
5 AND (0077 IPACK _ IN BIT5 6-11 OF IWI1D2 
S TAD \o10HD2 
S DcA HORb2 
S TAD (-2 
S DCA SHITCH 15ET UP SIHTCHE5 
5 TAD HORDI 
S DCA ,}QHD 
5 STA 
5 LOOP3A. TAD PATI1N ISETUP PATTEHN LI5T POINTEI15 
5 DCA POINT .-
5 DCA COUNT 
5 5TA;DCA COUNTI 

I 
5 LOOP3. INC POINT 

j 5 INC POINT 1 C5AN LIST 
5 CLA lAC 

I S TAD COUNT 
I 5 DCA COUNT 
I S TAD I POINT ICOMP ,lORD vi ITH PATTEHN 
1 5 SNA; JNP CHECK 
• 5 CIA 

J 5 TAD I'IOHD 
I 5 5NA; J[>1P FOUND 1 I F ~lATCH FOUND GOTO FOUND 
I S CLA; JMP LOOP3 
" S .FOUND. CLA lAC 

5 TAD COUNTI 
5 DCA COUNTI 15TORE NUMBER OF PA55E5 BEFonE 

< S TAD COUNT IMATCH l'IA5 FOUND 
I S DCA FIND -/IN FIND. AND NUMBER OF . FINDS , 
! 5 Ji"P LOOP3 IIN COUNT I. 
t 

1 
1 , 
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s 
5 
S 
s 
5 
S 
5 
5 
S 
S 
S 
5 
S 
5 
5 
S 
S 
S 
S 
5 
S 
S 
5 
5 
S 
5 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
5 
S 
S 
S 
5 
5 
s 
S 
5 

5 
S 
5 
S 
s 
S 
S 
S 
5 
S 
5 

CHECI{, 

PASSI, 

PASS2, 

HOHD " 
HOHD2, 
FIND, 
SHITCH, 
POINT, 
I-lORD, 
COUNT, 

PATRN, 

NOGO, 

ALTMO, 

I SZ SloJITCH 
JciP PASS I 
Jt'iP PASS2 
CLA;TAD COUNTI 
SOlA; JMP GO 
SPA; Jl1P NOGO 
CLA; TAD \'iOHD2 
DCA I-JORD 
Jl1P LOOP3A 
CLA;TAD COUNTI 
SOlA; JMP GO 
Si1A; Jr.1P NOGO 
CLA;TAD ("M 
JNS TYPE 
TAD ("0 
JMS TYPE 
TAD ("R 
JMS TYPE 
TAD ("E 
JMS TYPE 
TAD (", 
JMS TYPE 
JMP ALTMO 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
o . .I 

13 
CPAGE 23 ,. 
PATRN 
1716;4040 
1706H'6l1G 
2325;213213 
232lU 0124 
134135;15131 
2303;1722 
01GlU 0440 
130130;130013 
CLA 
TAD (3135 
JMS TYPE 
TAD (3113 
JMS TYPE 
TAD (277 
JMS TYPE 
TAD LIST 
DCA PNTR 
TAD (D-20 
DCA COUNT 

LOOP4, INC PNTR 
CLA 
DCA I PNTR 
ISZ COUNT 
JloP LOOPl! 
JNP' BEGIN 

ICHECK HHICH PASS 

I PASSI 
I IF ONLY I MATCH JMP GO 
I IF NO ~lATCH FOUND Jl1P NO GO 
IIF >1 MATCH FOUND CONTINUE 

I PASS 2 
I IF ONLY I MATCH JMP' GO 
IIF NO MATCH JMP NOGO 
I IF> I MATCHES TYPE"MORE" JMP AL TMO 

IPATTERN LIST 
10N--

. 10FF-
ISUPP 
ISTAT 
IDEMA 
ISCOH 
IADD
ITEHMINATOR 
I TO HERE ON NO MATCH 

ITYPE "EH 

IZERO LIST 

I STAHT OVEH 
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? 
5 
5 
5 
S 
5 
5 
S 
5 
S 
S 
5 
5 
S 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
C 

5 
S 

STORE, 
COUNTI, 
GO, 

LOOPS, 

0 
(3 

CLA 
TAD CD-8 
DCA COUNTI 
DCA \1 
TAD LIST 
DCA PNTR 
CLA 
INC PNTR 
TAD I PNTR 
SNMJMP OUT 
TAD C -26") 
SPA; Jl1P LOOPS 
DCA STORE 
TI<D STORE 
TAD CD-8 
SNA; Jl>lP LOOPS 
ISZ COUNTI 
SKP;JNP OUT 
CLA lAC 
TAD \ I . 
DCA \1 
TAD STORE 
DCA \J 

STORE IT IN IPCI) 
IPCI)=J 

JNP LOOPS 
OUT, CLA 

~~ .. -.-=--.-

/TO HEHE ON UNIQUE MATCH ONLY 
/GET FIHST 8 NUMBERS FHOM 
/LIST INTO PARAMETEH ARHAY 

/GET CHAR 

/15 IT >"0" 
/YES: LOOP 
/NO: STORE 

/15 IT >8 
/YES: LOOP 
/N0: IS IT 8TH CHAR 
/YES: JMP OUT 
/NO: INC POINTER I 

S 6131 /CLSK: CHECK CLOCK FLAG' 
S SKP;JNS CLOFF 
C READ EXIT TIME AND STORE. 

INA=1NA+1 
NT U1EC INA)=1 10 
110=0 

C IF THERE ARE NO PARAMETERS LISTES SET IP TO 1-7 INCLUSIVE 
J=IPCI ) 

5 
5 
5 

CLMTAD \J 
SZM JNP EXIT 
CLA 

DO 101 I = 1,7 
101 IPC 1>=1 
S EXIT, CLA 
~:., DCA DATA 

DO I I 1 1=1, 7 
J=IPCI) 
1FCJ) 112,112,110 

I 10 CONT INUE 
5 CLA;TAD \J 
S CIA;DCA SHIFT 
5 TAD Cl 
5 LOOPII, ISZ SHIFT 
5 SKP;JNP OUTI0 
5 RAL 
5 Jl>lP LOOP 11 
5 OUTla,. TAD DATA 
5 DCA DATA 
1 11 CONT 1NUE 
I 12 CONT INUE 

/1F IPCl) NE 0 JNP EXIT 
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S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 

,. ., 
,. 
.) 

S 
S 
S 
C 

S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
5 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
C 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
5 
S 
5 
S 
S 

CLL CLA;TAD FIND 
RTL; RTL;'RTL; RAL 
TAD DATA 
DCA DATA 
CLL CLA;TAD \IE 
RAR;RTR 
'fAD DATA 
DCA \J 

IND=IND+1 
ICOI1( IND)=J 

GI..A 
TAn FIND 
Ji1P I COMAND 

DATA, (') 
SHIFT, (() 

TYPE, (') 

DCA LOCAL 
6131 

CLOFF 

" 1·IA I'f2 
LOCAL 

CLA lAC 
\IC 

IPUT IN ACC NUMB81 OF COMMAND 

ITYPE flOUTINE 
IS TORE CHAI1 1..0 CALL Y 
ICLSK: CHECK CLOCK FLAG 

IHAI'f FOR 
IGET CHAR 
ITYPE IT 

FLAG 

SI{P 
JMS 
TSF 
Jl-!P 
TAD 
TLS 
CLL 
TAD 
DC,<\ 
Jt1P 

\IC IINC 
I TYPE 

CHAR COUNT 

READ, 
HAIT3, 

(') IREAD ROUTINE 
6131 ICI..SK: CHECK CLOCK FLAG 
SI{P 
J1'iS CLOFF 
KSF 
J11P HAIT3 
CLA CLL 
KRB 
J11P I READ 

LOCAL, (() 

II-JA IT FOR FLAG 

IREAD CHAR 
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CLOFi'", 0 
6135 
CLA 

/ TO HEHE ON CLOCK OFLOH 
/CLSA: CLEAR STATUS 

S 
S 
S 
C INCREMENT 1/10 TH SEC COUNTER 110 

110=110+1 
s 
s 
S 
S 
C 

ISZ COUNTR /INC 10 SEC COUNTER IF 10 SECS UP SKP 
Jl-1P I CLOFF 
CLA;TAD (-144 / RESET COUNTER 
DCA COUNTR 

ADD UP VALUE OF THOSE AREAS ON 
IT=0 

s 
S 
s 

DO 102 11=1,', 
JI=IS<I I) 

CLA;TAD \JI 
SNA;..IMP \ 102 
CLA 

IT=IT+IL( I I) 
I 02 CONT INUE 
C STOHE TOTAL OF THOSE ON 

INC=INC+I 

S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 

S 
5 
5 

ITOT<INC )=IT 
CLA 
ISZ COUNT7 
SI{P 
..IMS CHANGE 
..IMP I CLOFF 

COUNT7, -6 
COllNTR, -l ll4 

CHtu'lGE, {) 
CLA;TAD (-6 
DCA COUNT7 

IN8=INB+I 
CLA;TAD \ INB 
CIA 

/ EVERY 6 JMP CHANGE 

I. 

/ CHANGE ROUTINE 

S 
S 
5 
S 
S 
C 

TAD \ITIME /IF TIME UP EXIT 
SNA;JMS FINISH 
CLA 

It1PLEt1ENT CHANGE 
I I=IR{"ND( I, 1018) 
IF<II) 1104.104.105 

101: ISUP=IRAND(2, INB) 
GOTO 106 

105 IL(Il)=IRAND(2,INB) 
106 CONT INUE 
5 CLM Jl1S BELLS 
S JI-!? I CHANGE 
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S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 

, . 

BELLS. 0 
CLMTAD (207 

\·!AITS. TSF 
JMP HAITS 
TLS;CLA 
JMP' I BELLS 

11'0 RING BELL 

S FINISH. 0 IEXIT ROUTINE ~IRITES DATA TO TAPE 
S CLA 

HRITECl.200) 
200 FORNATU. 'YOU HAVE FINISHED. THANK YOU VERY MUCH. GOODBYE! './) 

1=2 
HRITE(4.400) ICOM.NTIME.ITOT.I.ISUB.IGRP.IRUN.Xl 

400 FOmlATCl2S4A2.A6) 
CALL OCLOSE 
CALL EXIT 
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c 
C 
C 
C 
5 
S 

1 100 

S 
5 
S 
S 
5 
5 
5 , S 
S 
S 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
S 
5 
5 
5 
S 
5 
S 
5 
S 
5 
S 
5 
S 
S 
S 
5 

THIS PAnT OF THE MAIN PI10GRA~! \oJRITES MESSAGES TO THE TTY. 
THE NUMBEI1 OF THE MESSAGE TO BE \mITTEN IS IN THE ACC ON ENTRY 
IT CAN BE INTERRUPTED. PUSHING A KEY WILL SET lE NE 0 

C \'il1 ITE. 0 
DCA \N /STORE MESSAGE NUMBEH 

I\A~O 

KA~KA+1 

NA~ME55(i\A.N) 

TEST. 

CLA;TAD \NA 
AND <1100 
I1TR;HTR;RTR 
JM5 TEST 
TAD \NA 
AND (0017 
JM5 TEST 
JMP \ 1100 
0 
5NA; Jt1P OUT I 
DCA STOI1El 
TAD \IE 
SZM JMP OUT 1 
TAD STORE1 
TAD (-31 

/GET PACKED \oiOHD FROM AHHAY 

/GET LEFT HALF 

/GET I1IGHT HALF 

/ JMP ARROUND 

/ IF' 00 EXIT 

/IF' lE NE 0 EXIT 

5NMJ11P CI1LF /11" CHAI1 15·"~" JMP CHLF 
CLA CLL;TAD 5T0l1El 
RTURTL;HTL;RAL /PUT BIT 1 IN LINC 
5ZU JMP L200 / IF LINC ~ 1 SI{lP 
CLA CLL;TAD 5T0l1El 
TAD (300 .t·. /ADD 300 
Jt·l5 TIPE /TYPE CHAH 
JMP I TEST 
CLA CLUTAD 
TAD (200 
Jl·;S T IPE 
Jl.jp I TEST 
TAD (215 
JMS TIPE 
TAD (212 
JM5 T I!'E . 

STORE1 
/ADD 200 
/TYPE CHAR 

/ TYPE "CR. LF" 

Jlo:iP I TEST 
5TORE1. 0 
OUT1. CLA 

Ji1P I CI'iRITE 
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I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
'\ 

I 
! 

C 
C 
C 
C 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S· 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
" '" S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 

THIS PART OF THE ~lAIN PROGllAJ'l lo1RITES UNSIGNED INTEGERS 
ARRliJING IN OCTAL, IN DECCIMAL ON THE TTY. INTEGEHIS IN 
ACCUNULATOR ON ENTHY 

PAGE 
IH"ITE, '" 

DCA VALUE 
DCA DIGIT 
J)CA 5\011 
TAJ) COUNT2 
DCA· COUNT3 
TAD COUNT2 
DCA COUNT4 
TAD ADDH 
DCA AHRO\ol 
SKP 

LOOP6, DCA VALUE 
CLL 

LOOP7, TAD VALUE 
ARROH, TAD TENPvJR 

SZL 
INC DIGIT 
SZL 
Jl1P LOOP6 
CLA;TAD \IE 
SZA; JMP XOUT 
TAD DIGIT 
SGA;DCA S,1l 
TAD SH1 
SNA; Jl1P EXIT2 
CLA 

1Nl, TAD DIGIT 
TAD (26V) 
JMS TIPE 

OUT2, DCA DIGIT 
ISZ AHHO\'! 
ISZ COUNT3 
JMP LOOP7 
JMP XOUT 

EXIT2, CLA;TAD (240 
JNS TIPE 

XOUT, 

ADDR, 
COUNT2, 

ISZ COUNT4 
Jlr,p OUT2 
CLA;DCA DIGIT 
Jlljp 1Nl 
CLA 
Jl1P I II-JRITE 
TAD TENP\'!R 
-L.! 

/STORE VALUE 
/CLEAR DECIMAL DIGIT COUNTEH 

/SET UP S\oIITCHES AND COUNTEHS 

/G£T OCTAL NUMB EH 
/5UB DECIMAL 

/UNTIL -VE HESULTS 
/DIGIT HOLDS NUMBER OF SUBTHACTIONS 

/IF lE NE 0 THEN EXIT 

/IF DIGIT IS 0 
/LEAVE S \oJl = 0 
/IFSH1=0 
/JMP EXIT2 
/IF NOT 
/GET DIGIT 
/ADD 260. CONVEHT TO ASCII 
/TYPE IT 
/CLEAR IT 
/**GET NEXT SUBTRACTAND** 
/CHECK FOR ENOUGH 

/ ADD "SPACE" 
/TYPE IT 
/CHECK FOR 3 .ON 4TH 0 TYPE 0 

TENPI'iR, 
CPAGE Ll 

-1750 
-1L.!4 
-12 
- 1 

/OCTAL 1000 
/OCTAL 100 
/OCTAL 10 
/OCTAI..;. I, 

VALUE, o 
S DIGIT, 0 
S COUNT3, 0 

S COUNT4, '" 
S SH 1, 0 
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Jl·jS CLOFF 
TSF 
JHP 1·IAIr'l 
I{SF; SI{? 
,1£11' lNHPT 
eLM TAl) LOCALl 
TLS 
CLL CLA lAC 
TAl) \IC 
DCA \IC 
.R1P I TIPE 

INRPT, i{HB 
CLA lAC 
DCA \IE 
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START 

R. G. fI.SHTON HUSAT LOUGHBOROUGH UNIVERSITY 1972 

THIS IS THE INITILIlATlON SUBROUTINE FOR THE "IRATE" TASKS 

C 
C 
C 

~ 
C 
C 
C 
C 

IT GETS ALL THS INCOMMING FILES DATA AND OPENS THE OUTPUT FILE. 

SUBROUT WE STi\l1T 
CO;·;;·'ON 110, ISUP, lP, IS, IL,MESS, ITIME, IHAND, ISUB, IGHP, IHUN,XI 
DH,E;'lSION IP(7), IL(7), ISC7 )'MESSC 10,10), INIT(8)' IRANDC2,29) 
\-iRITEC 1,200) 
RE.ClDCl, 10(3) X 
CALL IOPEN C'DTAI',X) 
RE(.ID(4,LI00) MESS 
\.;RITE( 1,201) 
;;SADC 1,100) XI 
CALL IOPEN C'DTAI',XI) 
READ(Lb400) INIT,IRAND 
\·IHITECI,202) 
READ Cl, lVJ0) X 
CALL OOPENC'DTAI',X) 
HHITECI,205) 
READCI,103) ISUB,IGRP,IRUN 
\.JHITECI,2r13) 
READ CI,101) ITIME 
DO 10 I = 1,7 
ISCI)=0 

10 ILCI)=INITCI) 
ISUP= IN IT C 8) 
\OIRITEC I, 20LI) 

S HLT;NOP 
S CLA 
S 6134 ICLEN 
S 6133 ICLAB 
S 6132 ICLLR 
S TAD C100 
S 6132 ICLLR 
S 6135 ICLSA 
S CLA 
S TAD CDI000 
S CIA 
S 6133 ICLAB 
S CLA 
S TAD C300 
S 6134 ICLEN 
S CLA 
S TAD C3100 
S 6132/CLLH 
S CLA 

RETUEN 
100 FORt~AT(A6) 

101 FORMATCI2) 
102 FOffi.'AT C 14) 
103 FORMATC'SUBJECT NO = ',I2,I,'GHOUP NO 

200 rOm,ATCI, 'MESS SET FILE NA~lE, A6',1) 
20J1 FOm'!AT(/,'CHANGE SET F:ILE NAi'lE, A6',I) 
202 FOR!.,P.T(/, 'DATA SET FILE NAt1E, A6',1) 
203 F02,t,AT (, I 'NUMBER OF CHANGES',I) 
204 FORMAT(I,'PUSH CONTINUE',I) 
205 F02t1AT Cl, 'ENTEH SUBJECTS DATA') 
400 FORMAT C A2 ) 

END 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

100G 

2G0 

HT APE 

R.G.ASHTON HUSAT LOUGHBOROUGH UNIVERSITY 1972 

THIS PROGHAH HILL ACCEPT UPTO HJ MESSAGES EACH OF UPTO 19 
CHAHACTEHS AND \mITE THEM TO A SPECIFIED FILE ON A SPECIFIED 
DEVICE. THE DEVICE AND FILE NAMES ARE ENTERED DURING THE 
RUNNING OF THE PROGRAM. THEY MUST CONTAIN EXACTLY 6 CHARACTEIj.S 
NADS UP IF NECESSARY HITH "0". THE P110GRAM HILL EXIT IF 
lcORE THAN IG MESSAGES AHE INPUT OH IF AN "ALT MODE" IS USED 
TO TEHMINATE A MESSAGE. "@" MUST NOT BE USED IN THE MESSAGE. 
THE CHAHACTEHS AHE STORED IN STRIPPED ASCII FOHM 

THE PROGRA~l USES NO PHEFISX AND NORMAL LABELS SO CARE MUST 
BE TAKEN IF ANOTHER PROGRAM IS APPENDED. 

DIi1ENSION M( IG. IG), IDUM(2G) 
DO 100G 1=1.10 
DO 1000 J=I.10 
tHI.J)=0 
HRITE( 1.20G) 
FOHNP.T(/. 'ENTER DEVICE AND FILE NAMES IN A6 FOHMAT'./) 
HEP.D( I. 100)XI 
READ ( I. 10G ) X2 

100 FORNAT(.l\6) 
\-.'RITE( 1.201) 

201 FORt·jAT (/. 'YOU MAY INPUT UP TO 10 MESSAGES. EACH OF UP TO 19 
9CHARACTEHS'./. 'TEHMINATE THE LAST MESSAGE \oJITH ALT MODE'./) 
K=0 

2 K=K+I 
IF(!{-10) 3.3.4 

3 DO 1001 1=1.20 
I 001 I DUlH I ) =0 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
4 HRITE(I.202) 

Jt·;S STORE 
JMP \2 
JNP \5 

/ JU~lP TO STOHE ROUTINE 
/EXITS TO HEHE ON "HETUHN" 
/EXITS TO HEHE ON "ALTt-WDE" 

2 G2 FORI·1AT (/. 'YOU HAVE INPUT 10 NESSAGES'. /) 
5 CALL OOPSN(XI.X2) 

;m I TE (/J, '!Vm) M 
4:"0 FORMATCA2) 

CALL OCLOSE 
CALL EXIT 
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5 
5 5TORE. 8 
S CLMCLL 
S 

I=8 
S 5rART. JH5 READ IGET CHAHACTER 
S DCA TEpJP 15TOHE IN TEMP 
5 TAD TEI~P 

S JI·15 TYPE ITYPE IT 
5 TAD T EIW 
5 TAD (-215 
5 5NA lIS IT "l1ETUHN" 7 
S. JMP PACK IYES: JUMP 
S CLMCLL .INO: CLEAR 
5 TAD TEMP ,. 
" TAD .(-375 
5 5NA lIS IT "ALTMODE" ? 

5 JMP ALTMO IYES: JUMP 
S CLMCLL INO: CLEAH 
5 TAD TEMP 
5 TAD (-377 
S SNA lIS IT "RUB OUT" 7 
S JMP RUBOUT IYES: JUMP 
5 CLMCLL INO: CLEAn 

I=I+l 
IF<I-19) 6.6.9 

6 CONTINUE 
5 CLMCLL 
5 TAD TEI1P 
5 DCA \J ISTORE CHAH IN J 

IDUM(I)=J 
5 JMP STAr1T IGET NEXT CHAR 
5 RUBOUT. CLA;CLL 

IF( I-I) 7.8.8 
7 CONTINUE 
S TAD (277 
S J11S TYPE ITYPE "7 .. 

5 TAD . (207 
5 JMS TYPE ITYPE I'BELLI' 
S JPjp START 
8 CO,HINUE 
5 eLM CLL 

IDUi1 (I) =8 
I=1-1 

S TAD (243 
S Jl1S TYPE ITYPE "#" 

S J1'iP STAHT 
S 
5 AL Ti'lO. INC STOl1E IINC RETUHN ADRESS 
9 CONTINUE 
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S 
S 
S 
S 
S 

PACK. CLM CLL IPACK UP ARRAY TO 36 CHAHS 
TAD (215 
JMS TYPE ITYPE "RETURN" 
TAD (212 
JMS TYPE ITYPE "L INE FEED" 

1=0 
J=f-l 

1(') 1=1+1 
IF ( 1- 2(') ) 11. I I. 12 

II J=J+I 

S 
S 
S 
S 
S 

S 
S 
S 
S 
S 

S 
S 

IX= IDU!H I ) 

I=~+I 
IX=IDl.iMCI ) 

tHJ.IO=IY 

CLMCLL 
TAD \IX 
AND (0077 
RTL;RTL;RT!-
DCA \IY 

CLMCLL 
TAD \IX 
AND (0077 
TAD \IY 
DCA \IY 

CLMCLL 
JMP \10 

1 2 CONT INUE 
S JMP I STORE 
S 
s 
S 
5 
S 
5 
S 

S 
S 
S 
s 
S 
S 
S 
S 

END 

HEAD. 0 
CLf\; CLL 

HAITI. KSF 
.]t1P HAITI 
J(RB 
.]t1P I HEAD 

TYPE. I') 

I-IAIT2. TSF 

TEMP. 

up1P \'JAIT2 
TLS 
CLA;CLL 
Jf·1P I TYPE 

} 
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. IPUT CHAH IN ACC 
IMASK BITS 6-11 
InOTATE RIGHT 6 BITS 
ISTORE IN \IY 

IPUT NEXT CHAR IN ACC 
IMASK BITS 6- 1'1 
IGET PREVIOUS STRIPPED CHAR 
ISTOHE BOTH IN \IY 

IGET NEXT CHAR TO PACK 

. IUSUAL GET CHAR ROUTINE 

IUSUAL TYPE CHAR ROUT INE. 

ITEMPORAHY STORAGE 
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" , 
I 

" 
C 
C 

• C 
1 

I 
C 
C 
C 

• C 

I C 
C 
C 

1 0 

1000 

1 001 

I S 

I. 
I 1 1 

j 
I 
1 
I 

100 
1 01 
102 
103 
200 
201 
202 

'I 203 
I 204 

206 
207 
L! 00 

R. G. !"SHTON HUSAT LOUGHBOROUGH UNIVERSITY 1972 

',HIS Pi10GHAM CALLED "Hi'tAi'JD" IS DESIGNED TO SET UP THE FILES 
EEQUIHED BY THE "SUPPLY ALLOCATION TASI{". 
IT READS THE IN IT Ii'lL VALUES OF THE 7 AHEAS USED IN THE TASi{ 
AND THE INITIAL SUPPLY. IT ALSO HEADS THE NEXT 29 VALUES 
VA;UOUS AREAS HILL CHtI.NGE TO AS THE TASK PBOGHESSES. 
AREA 0 IS THE SUPPLY 

DHlENSION INITCB"IRANDC2.29) 
"]RITEC 1.200) 
DO 1000 I=1.7 
WRITEC1.2(1) I.ID. 
HEAD Cl.1(0) J 
INITC I )=.1 
CONTINUE 
HRITECl.2(2) ID. 
HEADC1.lCH) J 
INIT(8)=J 
H!1ITEC 1. 2(3) 
DO 1001 I=I.29 
WRITEC1.204) I.ID. 
READ,C1.1(2) J.K 
IHANDC1,I)=J 
IRANDC2, 1)=1{ 
CONTINUE 
\o!RITE(1,206) 

HLT;NOP 
IF ( In DS vi ( 0 » 1 0.! 1 • 1 0 
\'JRr'TE( 1, 2vJ7) 
HEAD Cl, 1 (3) X 
CALL OOPENC'SYS'.X) 
':'1:ITE(/4,LI00) IN IT, IHAND 
CALL OCLOSE 
CP.LL :;::X I T 
FORi'IAT( I2) 
FORt1AT( 13) 
FORMAT('I AREA ',I1,' VALUE = '.I3) 
FO R~iAT (A6 ) 
FO?lNATCI,'ENTEH THE INITIAL LOADS Fon THE 7 A?EAS'./) 
FO ENAT ( 'AR::::A I ~ 123 I 

FOm-jAT Cl. 'ENTER THE 
THE 

= '" 10) 
INiTIAL SUPPLY VALUE '.10) 
AREA ~~D VALUE OF 29 CHANGES',I) F'02;i.Lq,T (/" r ENTER 

FORNAT( 12.10) 
Fom;!'.T (I, 'IF GO SET SW EQ 0,IF NOGO SET SH NE 0. CONTINUE',I) 
Fomr,AT (I, 'ENTER NAME OF FILE FOH OUTPUT'. I) 
FO ru,IW ( 1'12 ) 
E[\!D 
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ANNEX B 

EXPERIMENTAL INSTRUCTIONS ' 

.. .... ' . .. ' " 
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RT/G?J'l 

REAL THlE DISTRIBUTION TASK 

.' 
INSTRUcrIONS TO SUBJEcrS FOR 1st TRIAL 

Please'read these instructions very carefully 

?or the purpose 9f this experiment, you are in the position of an electricity 

distribution controller. You have one supply and seven areas all demanding some 

quantity of elctricity from the supply. Your task is to supply as much of the 

total demand as possible by connecting or disconnecting some of the seven areas. 

An area can be ON or connected to the supply, in which case it will draw ALL 

its demand from the supply, or it can be OFF or disconnected from the supply in 

which case it will draw nothing from the supply. There are no intermediate states 

between OFF and ON. 

Your task is to allocate the supply to various areas, so that the total demand 

does not exceed the supply. On the other hand you must have as little supply spare 

as possible. You are required to perform this task for 30 minutes, at frequent 

intervals during this time the elements of the situation will change. That is the 

supply or the demand from one of the areas will change in value either up or do~m. 

Only O~~ element will change in value at a time. Your are required to detect this 

change ~nd alter your allocation to meet it, if necessary. The computer will not 

tell you "'ha"o ::as changed or when it changed. 

~::ere ar~ no ~ini~um or maximum supply requirements for any areas. You can 

leave any O:1~ a:-ea O!1 CY' off all the time if Y,?u wish. Your error score" that 1s 

t::e <,,~:'fe:',"nce bet>leen the total demand of those areas ON and the supply, is 

cO::"o:,.,uously recorded so that it is unadvisable to turn all the areas ON or OFF as 

--:!:.is ·.-:ill affect your error score to a large extent. 

~", t:-,e later analysis your performance will be assessed' by calculating the 

TI'Jmber of possi,ble allocations you could have made that would have been better than 

t::e one :'-0'-< chose. Errors of OVERLOADING are counted TWICE as bad as errors of 

u~de!:"load.ing. 
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COM/IIAND DECODER 

You are required to manipulate the system by using the commands 

explained below. vllien you have finished entering any command press 

'RL~uru,'. This commits the computer to execute your command. 

The command ~Iords are ON, OFF, STATUS, DEMAND, SUPPJ;.Y, SCORE and ADD. 

Any of these commands may be abbreviated to the first two charaoters, i.e •. 

. ON, OF, ST, DE, SU, SC, and AD. 

The effect of these commands is as follows: 

ON 

OFF 

STATUS 

DEMAND 

SUPPLY 

SCORE 

will connect all areas to the supply. 

will disconnect all areas to the supply. 

will cause the computer to list the status (ON or OFF) 

. of all areas. 

will cause the computer to list the demands of all areas. 

will cause the computer to list the value of the supply. 

will cause the computer to add uP. the demand of all those 

areas whose status is ON and subtract.it from the"s.upply and output 

the difference along with OVERLOADED or UNDERLOADED or nothing as 
necessary. 

ADD this is a special command which· is to help you with the arithmetic. 
Explained more fully later. 

The first four commands above, ON, OFF, STATUS and DEMAND can have 

their action modified. Using the command on its own terminated by a 

'RETURN' ~Iill cause the commands to be executed for all areas. However, 

if instead of a 'RETURN' after the command word. a list of numbers is 

adde~ and this list is terminated by 'RETURN' then the command will only 

be executed for the areas numbered in the list. 

In the following examples "_" means 'SPACE' and J means 'RETURN'. 

Except be·tween the letters of the command word, spaces and/or commas 

may be typed as you wish. 
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ON-l,2,~ 

OF121} 

will connect areas 1,2 and 3 to the supply i.e. the status 

of areas 1,2 and 3 will now be ON. 

will disconnect areas 1,2 and 3 to the supply i.e. the status 

of areas 1,2 and 3 will.now be OFF. 

STATUS--12'l! will list the status of areas 1,2 and 7. 

DElle will list the demand of area 4. 

The commands below are not used with lists as they are only single 

item variables. 

SUf,l 

SCORE&! 

• 

will list the value of the supply. 

will cause the c<,mputer to add up the demand of all those 

areas which have a status ON and subtract this from supply and 
output the difference along with 'OVERLOADED' or 'UNDERLOADED' 
or nothing as necessary. 

The command ADD is to assist you with the task arithmetic typing. 

ADD-12:v. will cause the computer to add the demands of areas· 1,2 and 

3 and output this value. Regardless of the status of these 

areas. 

Any of the commands that cause the computer to list values such as 

STATUS, DEMAND, SUPPLY, TOTAL or ADD can be interrupted at any time whilst 

it is typing by pushing any key. And control will return to you. 

\'ihen the computer is ready for command it will type a "*" you may 

then enter your command. If you make a mistake, pushing 'RUBOUT' will 

delete the previous character and echo a "4t""". Pushing 'RUBOlTI' , four ' 

times will delete the previous four characters. If you wish,you can delete 

all you have entered on a line by pushing 'AL'IMODE' which will echo a"?". 

If the computer cannot understand a command word it will output "EH?" 

and you must enter the command again. You cannot delete more characters' 

chan you have entered, an attempt,to do so ,will cause the computer to 

output II?"~ 
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Tne 'RL~URN' that is used to terminate a command cannot be·deleted. 

If after you have pushed 'RETD1li" the computer cannot make sense of yoVr 

command, it will type ~'EH?" and you must enter the complete line again. 

You will start off with all areas OFF i.e. MAXIMUM UNDERLOADED. 
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REAL TIME DISTRIBUTION TASK 

INSTRUCTIONS TO SUBJECTS FOR 2nd TRIAL 

Please read these instructions very carefully 

For the purpose "of this experiment, you are in the position of an electricity 

distribution controller. You have one supply and seven areas all demanding some 

quantity of elctricity from the supply. Your task is to supply as much of "the-"" 

total demand as" possible by connecting or disconnecting some of the seven areas. 

An area can be ON or connected"to the supply, in which case it will draw ALL 

its demand from the supply, or"it can be OFF or disconnected from the supply in 

which case it will draw nothing from the supply. There are no intermediate states 

" between OFF and ON. 

Your task is to allocate the supply to various areas, so that the total demand 

does not exceed the supply. On the other hand you must have as" little supply spare 

as possible. You are required to perform this task for 30 minutes, at frequent 

intervals during this time the elements of the situation will change. That is the 

supply or the demand from one of the areas will change in value either up or down. 

Only ONE element will change in value at a time. Your are required to detect this 

change and alter your allocation to meet it, if necessary. The computer will not 

tell you what has changed but it will ring the bell once when a change occurs. 

There are no minimum or maximum supply requirements for any areas. You can 

leave anyone area on or off all the time if you wish. Your error score, that is 

the difference between the total demand of those areas ON and the supply, is 

continuously recorded so that it is unadvisable "to turn all the areas ON or OFF as 

this will affect your error score to a large extent. 

In the later analysis your performance will be assessed by calculating the 

number of possible allocations you could have " made that would have been better than 

the one you chose. Errors of OVERLOADING are counted TWICE as bad as' errors of 

underloading". 
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COiVtl\iAND DECODER 

You are required to manipulate the system by using the commands 

explained below. Hhen you have finished entering any command press 

'RETURN'. Tnis commits the computer to execute your command. 

The command words are ON, OFF, STATUS, DEMAND, SUPPLY, SCORE and ADD. 

Any of these commands may be abbreviated to the first two characters, i.e. 
'. 

ON, OF, ST, DE, SU, SC', and AD. 

Tne effect of these commands is as follows: 

ON 

OFF 

STATUS 

DEMAND 

SU??LY 

SCORE 

will connect all areaS to the supply. 

will disconnect all areas to the supply. 

will cause the computer to list the status (ON or OFF) 

of all areas. 

. will cause the' computer to list the demands of all areas. 

. ,;ill cause the computer to list the value of the supply. 

will cause the computer to add' up the demand of all those 

areas whose status is ON and subtract.i t from the.,supply and output 

the difference along with OVERLOADED or UNDERLOADED or nothing as 
necessary. 

: .. 
ADD this is a special command which, is to help you with the arithmetic. 

Explained more fully later. 

The first four commands above, ON, OFF, STATUS and D~'1AND oan have. 

their action modified. Using the command on its own terminated by a 

'RETURN' will cause the commands to be executed for all areas. However, 

if instead of a 'RETURN' after the command word. a list of numbers is 

adde~ and this list is terminated by '~~URN' then the command will only 

be executed for the areas numbered in the list. 

In the following examples 11_11 means 'SPACE' and:t means 'RETURN'. 

Except be·tween the letters of the command word,. spaces and/or commas 

may be typed as you wish. 
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ON-l,2,~ 

OF121l 

will connect areas 1,2 and 3 to the supply i.e. the status 

of areas 1,2 and 3 will now be ON. 

will disconnect areas 1,2 and 3 to the supply· i.e. the status 

of areas 1,2 and 3 will now be OFF. 

STATUS--12'1? will list the status of areas 1,2 and 7. 

DE~ will list the demand of area 4. 

Thc commands below aro not used with lists as they are only s1ngle 

item variables. 

will list the value of the supply. 

will cause the computer to add up the demand of all those 

areas which have a status ON and subtract this from supply and 
output the difference along with 'OVERJ~ADED' or 'UNDERLOADED' 
or nothing as necessary. 

The command ADD is to assist you with the task arithmetic typing. 

will cause the computer to add the demands of areas 1,2 and 

3 and output this value. Regardless of the status of these 

areas. 

Any of the commands that cause the computer to list values such as 

STATUS, DE~~ND, SUPPLY, TOTAL or ADD can be interrupted at any time whilst 

it is typing by pushing any key. And control will return to you. 

\'ihen . the computer is ready for command it will. type a "*" you may 

then enter your command. If you make a mistake, pushing 'RUBOUT' will· 
11:£1;:.11 I I delete the previous character and echo a .. • Pushing RUBOUT four 

times will delete the previous four characters. If you wish, you can delete 

all you have entered on a line by pushing 'AL'lMODE' which will echo a"?". 

If the computer cannot understand a command word it will output "EH?" 

and you must enter the command again. You cannot delete more characters 

than you have entered, an attempt to do so will cause the computer to 

output II? ". 
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Tne 1~-rUfu~' that is used to terminate a command cannot be deleted. 

If after you have pushed 'RETUfu~1 the computer cannot make sense of your 

comma.'1d, it will type ~IEH?" and you must enter the complete line again. 

You will start off with all areas OFF i.e. MAXIMUM UNDERLOADED. 
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ON-LINE DISTRIBUTION TASK 

INSTRUCTIONS TO SUBJECTS FOR 1st TRIAL 

Please read these instructions very carefully 

For the purpose of this experiment, you are in the position of an electricity 

distribution controller. You have one supply and seven areas all demanding some 

quanti ty of electricity from the supply. You:i1 task is to supply as much of the .. --. 

total demand as possible by connecting or disconnecting some of the seven areas. 

An area can be ON or connected to the supply, in which case it will draw ALL 

its demand from the supply, or it can be OFF or disconnected from the supply in 

which case it will draw nothing from the supply. There are no intermediate states 

between OFF and ON. 

Your task is to allocate the supply to various areas, so that the total demand 

does not exceed the supply. On the other hahd you must have as little supply spare' 

as possible. You are required to perform this task for 30 periods representing 

t hours in real time. When you are satisfied with your· allocation for a period, you 

tell the computer. It then calculates your score and outputs it, and changes one 

element of the.situation. Either a load or the supply will change either up or 

down. You are required to detect this change and re-allocate your supply if necessary 

to accomodate the change. Only you can change the status of the areas. You have 

30 minutes to complete the task. Your error score will be increased substantially 

for every minute you use over 30. Tnere are no minimum or maximum supply require

ments for any areas. You can leave anyone area off or on all the time if you wish. 

Your error score is the difference between the total demand of those areas ON and 

the supply. 

In the later analysis your performance will be assessed by calculating the 

number of possible allocations you could have made that would have been better 

than the one you chose, if there are any. Errors of OVERLOADING are counted TWICE 

as bad aS,errors of underloading. 
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CQ'1l>IAND DECODER 

You are required to manipulate the system by using the commands explained 

be10.1. i'inen you have finished entering any' command press 'RETURN'. This commits 

the computer to execute your command. 

The command words are ON, OFF, STATUS, DEMAND, SUPPLY SCORE, and ADD. Any of 
" 

these commands m~y be abbreviated to the first, two characters, 1.e. ON, OF, DE, 

SU, SC, and AD. 

The effect of these commands is as follows: 

ON will connect all areas to t,he supply. 

OFF will disconnect all areas to the supply. 

STATUS 

DEi,IAND 

SUPPLY 

SCORE 

will cause the computer to list the status (ON or OFF) of all areas. 

,.-ii;1. cause the computer to list the demands of all areas. 

will cause the computer,to list the value of the supply. 

You type this only when you are happy with the allocation as it terminates 

one period. The computer gives you a SCORE which is the difference 

between the total of those areas whose status is on and the supply. It 

adds UNDERLOADED, OVERLOADED or nothing as necessary. It then CHANGES one 

element of the situation and returns control to YOU. 

ADD this is a special command'exp1ained full later. 

The first four commands above, ON, OFF, STATUS and DEMANTI can have their action , , 

modified. Using the command on its own terminated by a 'RETURN' will cause the 

commands to be executed for all areas. However, if instead of a 'RETURN' after the 

command word a1ist of numbers is added and this list is terminated by 'RETURN' then 

the command will only be executed for the areas numbered ln the list. 

In the following examples "-" means 'SPACE' and.,.J means 'RETURN'. 

Except between the letters of the command word, spaces and/or commas may be typed 

as you '1i sh. 

ON-1,2,3 J 
cJ 

OF12~J 
, ' 

will connect areas 1, 2 and 3 to the supply i.e. the status of areas 

1,2 and 3 will now'oe ON. 
" 

will disconnect areas 1, 2 and 3 to the supply 1.e. the status of 

areas 1, 2 and 3 will now be OFF. 
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STATUS--12,7J will list the status of areas 1, 2 and 7. , . 
DE4GJ will list the demand of area 4. 

TI1e commands below are not used with lists as they are only single item 

variables. 

S!l;I 

SCOREi) .-
will'list the value of the supply. 

You type this only when ,you are happy with the allocation as it 

terminates one period. TI1e computer gives you a SCORE which_is __ the 

difference between the total of those areas whose status is on and 

the supply. It adds UNDERLOADED, OVERLOADED or nothin as necessary. 

It then CHANGES one element of the situation and returns control to 

YOU. 

TI1e command ADD is to assist you .wi th the task arithmetic typing. 

ADD-12U will cause the computer to add the demands of areas 1, 2 and 3 
and output this value. Regardless of the status of these areas. 

Any of the commands that cause the computer to list values such as STATUS, 

DEMAND, SUPPLY, SCORE or ADD can be interrupted at any time whilst it is typing 

by pushing any key. And control will return to you. 

When th\, computer is ready for command it will type a "*" you may then enter 

your command. If you make a mistake, pushing 'RUBOUT' will delete the previous 
, ' 

character and echo a ',\'F". Pushing 'RUBOUT' four times will delete the previous 

four charact~rs. ~f you wish ,you can delete all you'have entered on a line by , 

pushing' ALTMODE' which will echo a"?". 

If the computer cannot understand a command word it will output "EH?" and you 

must enter the command again. You cannot delete more characters than you have 

entered, an attempt to do so will cause the computer to output "7". 

TI1e 'RETl,iRN' that is used to terminate a command cannot be,'deleted. If after 

you have pushed 'RETURN' the computer cannot make sense of your oommand, it will 

type "EH?" and you must enter the complete line again. 

You will start off with all areas OFF i.e. MAXIMUM UNDERLOADED. 
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R7-RTB/G~1 

REAL TIME DISTRIBUTION TASK 

INSTRUCTIONS TO SDEJECTS FOR 2nd TRIAL 

For the second trial the task and system are identical to the first, except 

that the Teletype bell will ring once at each change. 
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j('i·J.' " ,/GH?2 

REAL TIME DISTHffiUTION TASK 

INSTRUCTIONS TO SUBJECTS FOR 2nd TRIAL 

For the second trial the task and systems are identical to the first, 

except that the Teltype bell will not ring at'.changes. 

, 
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RT-OL/CRP3 

ON-LI~£ DISTRIBUTION TASK 

INSTRUCTIONS TO SUBJECTS FOR 2nd TRIAL 

This task is very similar to the previous one except that the system will 

change EVERY time you type SCORE and at NO other time. You are required to 

allocate the supply as before and when you are satisfied to type SCORE which will' 
, 

output your error score and change one element of the situation. 

You are required to perform this. task for 30 periods representing ~ hou; in 

real time. Your have 30 minutes to complete the allocation for all 30 periods. 

Your score will be increased substantially for every minute you use over 30. 
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OL-", /llRP4 

REAL TIME DISTRIBUTION TASK 

INSTRUCTIONS TO SUBJECTS FOR 2nd TRIAL 

This task is very similar to the previous one except that the changes will 

occur at regular intervals, independent of the SCORE command. Only one element 

of the situation wi~l change at once and you will not be told when a change 

occurs. You are required to achieve the same objectives as previously and the 

task will last for 30 minutes. 

" 
~' 
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ANNEX C 

ABSOLUTE CUMULATIVE SUM ERROR SCORES AT'10 ,SECOND INTERVALS 
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